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Notes on the text 

 

1. This thesis is divided into two parts, A and B. A part is slightly longer than B part, and each part 

has several sub-parts. Though the thesis has been presented in the present format to be read left to 

right (or start to finish) as is the convention, the sub-parts can effectively be read in any order, with 

the introduction and conclusion perhaps forming sort of book-ends. This note is not intended as an 

explicit reference to Deleuze and Guattari's A Thousand Plateaus, but I recognise their texts' 

implicit significance and influence in informing my thought about the process of reading and the 

construction of an 'ordered' text. 

 

2. The title of this thesis is borrowed from the conclusion of Franco 'Bifo' Berardi's book The Soul 

At Work, Semiotext(e) 2009, where he writes (p. 221):  

 

‘In a letter to his master, Sigmund Freud, the young psychoanalyst Fliess asked when 

it is possible to consider a therapy to be over and the patient be told, “you are ok.” 

Freud answered that the psychoanalysis has reached its goal when the person 

understands that therapy is an interminable process. Autonomy is also a process 

without end.’  

 

3. Should markers wish to see copies of the interviews conducted, please contact me by the 

convenient route. 
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Abstract 

 

This research examines and problematises the notion of autonomy in relation to contemporary art 

and specifically self-organised practices in the expanded field of art and culture. The thesis 

acknowledges the complexities of the concept of autonomy and proposes a conception of it as ‘a 

process without end’, such that it is realised in the very process of creation and investigation in-

relation with others, and in negation of bureaucratic or hierarchic models. The notions of 

collectivity and friendship are key to the mapping of this sphere of activity, as is an understanding 

of the way such phenomena collapse with the Culture Industry in contradictory ways. The research 

does not approach art works formally but instead addresses a particular way of organising that, it is 

contended, is an artistic phenomenon in its own right. This is revealed using both theoretical 

examples and case studies with the aim of demonstrating how thought and action constantly 

interrelate. 
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Introduction 

 

Structure: Origin late Middle English (denoting the process of building): from Old French, or from 

Latin structura, from struere ‘to build.’ The verb is rarely found before the 20th century.1 

 

This discussion will address the concept of what will be named 'autonomous art structures', though 

that name, like most, is in no way all-encapsulating or definitive. It is a blurry concept whose sense 

may shift and recompose itself just as the structures it tries to designate tend to do. These 'structures' 

are broadly considered to be things like artist-run or curator-run spaces, independent online art 

platforms, nomadic art collectives, 'community' projects, free schools or universities, activist groups 

employing creative tactics, etc. It may sound like a loose disarray of anything-whatever 

classification, but the present focus is not primarily on the formal or conceptual elements of the 

work produced by such structures but rather on the necessarily various manifestations of this 

phenomenon as such. Why do they emerge? What are people desiring to create from such forms of 

organisation? Is it something they cannot get from more traditional routes of cultural production? 

Do such structures even consider themselves 'autonomous'? And what could such a term mean, 

anyway, in a time when crude distinctions such as 'commercial' and 'not-for-profit' seem to fall short 

of grasping the real issue? 

 

However they might manifest themselves (in a fixed location, nomadically, as a space for art 

objects or discourses or both, or in ways that may not be read as 'art' at all), these structures have a 

key consolidating feature: they are self-organised2 or Do It Yourself (DIY)3 initiatives. In the 

                                                
1 From the definition of 'structure', Apple Dictionary. 
2 The prefix 'self-' will be used a lot throughout this thesis in phrases such as 'self-organised', 'self-composition', 'self-

regulation', etc. To clarify, in all cases and iterations the significance is not of the self in terms of the ego or even 
necessarily an idea of the individual as such, which might be the case if we considered selfhood in isolation with the 
action of the suffix. Rather 'self-' is used in the expansive sense, working with the suffix-verb to refer to a practice 
that is not dictated by predetermined or external influences (e.g. systemically- or structurally-organised), but instead 
works in its own way – thinking, doing, speaking 'for itself' – such that 'self-' can refer to a one, but equally to a 
many. Essentially, it is a question of producing your worlds rather than having them produced for you. In this way, it 
also links to the concept of DIY (see footnote 4). 

3 The term DIY is given an interesting definition by Mattin in 'Anti-Copyright: Why Improvisation and Noise Run 
Against the Idea of Intellectual Property', in Anthony Iles & Mattin (eds.), Noise & Capitalism, Kritika 2009, p. 
167-191. Mattin speaks of the noise music scene, but the ideas he raises are more or less universal where DIY 
ethico-aesthetics are concerned: 'The noise scene is founded upon people organising concerts in all kinds of places, 
releasing music in any kind of medium and finding, along the way, different means of distribution. This allows for 
many collaborations to occur. In this scene the DIY ethos is part of the survival … People have been self-organising 
themselves by organising concerts wherever possible and more. This self-organisation, which constantly makes 
people change roles; from player to organiser, from critic, to distributor, helps people understand each others roles.' 
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context of art, this means they are attempting to move away from traditional notions of artistic 

practice, value and legitimation, oriented around competition and the market, to find their own ways 

of existing, producing, interacting. One should also bear in mind that usually such projects4 exist in 

the interstices between categories like independent/dependent, and that in reality it is not a question 

of either/or but of and/and, suggesting what Rosi Braidotti would call a 'non-dichotomous way of 

understanding'.5 

 

Hence, from the beginning we must acknowledge the limitations easy-categorisation imposes upon 

our means of approaching art. Binary understandings must be problematised. Nevertheless, some 

framework is necessary for apprehension and the current proposition demands some 

contextualisation within recent theoretical discourses on autonomy, which will be attempted in the 

hope of generating an academic structure that opens up an unfolding, non-limited understanding of 

contemporary art practice.6   

 

Much broader and fundamental questions are implicit to any discussion of practices whose raison 

d'être is not to produce a finished 'artwork' per se but instead exist in a processual manner, in the 

sense of a becoming practice that 'do[es] away with foundations, nullif[ies] endings and 

beginnings.'7 It is less, then, a question of scrutinising particularities within a practice, of examining 

its material results for evidence, but of putting forward a frame for apprehending the potentialities 

entailed in the process of becoming.8 A method which acknowledges the often non-classificatory 

                                                
(p. 174) The notion making things happen, collaborating, finding ways to distribute – in the broadest sense – all of 
this is being put to work in the term DIY.  

4 I will use the word 'project' a lot throughout this thesis but do so out of pragmatism more than of a desire to promote 
the word and its often-problematic connotations, i.e. the temporal and mental implications it bears regards labour in 
late capitalism. For discussions around this, see Bojana Kunst, 'The Project Horizon: On the Temporality of 
Making', Le Journal des Laboratoires, Sep-Dec 2011 (http://www.leslaboratoires.org/ctxnode/636/113, accessed 26 
March 2012) and Luc Boltanski & Eve Chiapello, The New Spirit of Capitalism, Verso 2005 (trans. Gregory Elliott), 
particularly part I, chapter 2, 'The Formation of the Projective City', pp. 103-163. 

5 Rosi Braidotti, 'The New Activism: A Plea for Affirmative Ethics' in Lieven De Cauter, Ruben De Roo & Karel 
Vanhaesebrouck (eds.), Art and Activism in the Age of Globalization, NAi Publishers 2011. Braidotti writes: 'An 
affirmative ethics for a non-unitary subject proposes accordingly a non-dichotomous way of understanding the self-
other relation (it is a question of and/and, not of either/or).' 

6   Contemporary art here is intended as a loose framing term that literally recalls art actually in production, which is by 
nature not part of a canon or established movement. Hence it does not primarily refer to the catchphrase and now-
established category ‘Contemporary Art’ that tends to designate a certain neoliberal agenda not unrelated to the 
economic and socio-political effects that are biennials, triennials, art fairs, etc. 

7 Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari, Capitalism and Schizophrenia: A Thousand Plateaus, Continuum 2004 (trans. 
Brian Massumi), p. 28 

8 Ibid. 'Becoming' can be taken back to Hegel's Science of Logic, but here it will be used in affiliation with the way 
Deleuze & Guattari employ the term, which appears throughout their work, and has emerged in a lot of subsequent 
theory as one of the most vital conceptual tools for approaching phenomena, 
psychologically/aesthetically/politically. It is critical that Deleuze & Guattari never themselves offer an explicit 
'definition' of becoming, it is a term necessarily used in many and various ways, befitting its sensibility. 
Nevertheless one phrase in A Thousand Plateaus aids our apprehension of the term by stating what it is not: 'A 
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impetus behind such practices, but also the need to position them within a sphere of activity that is 

nevertheless artistic in nature. The present thesis must necessarily narrow what is inherently 

profuse, dispersed and idiosyncratic into a focalisation of the most pertinent aspects of the sphere of 

autonomous art structures and how they manifest – despite the fact that such narrowing in a sense 

contradicts the very ethos of practices that, in contrast, seek to open up. But it should become 

apparent contradictions are welcome here. 

 

A usefully succinct definition of the autonomy being put to work by the phrase 'autonomous art 

structures' is offered by sociologist Stevphen Shukaitais in his book Imaginal Machines: 

'autonomous self-organization is characterized by non-hierarchical organization, horizontal 

communication and relationships, and the necessity of individual autonomy in relation to 

collectivity.'9 It is these key terms – non-hierarchical, horizontal, collectivity – that should be borne 

in mind throughout. Though, as what follows should reveal, the term 'autonomy' itself is not 

precisely defined or definable. This can be read as a fitting state of play, not only because the desire 

to 'pin down' is exactly what the proposed configuration attempts to work against, but also that – as 

we must explain ourselves through and with it – we will never be autonomous from language. Yet, 

in a turn of fate, this through- and with-ness generates another sort of contingent or ‘relative’ 

autonomy, an autonomy that is grappling, an autonomy that is always arriving never arrived. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                

becoming is not a correspondence between relations. But neither is it a resemblance, an imitation, or, at the limit, an 
identification … To become is not to progress or regress along a series. Above all, becoming does not occur in the 
imagination, even when the imagination reaches the highest cosmic or dynamic level, as in Jung or Bachelard.' (p. 
262, my emphasis.) 

9 Stevphen Shukaitis, Imaginal Machines: Autonomy & Self-Organization in the Revolutions of Everyday Life, 
Autonomedia 2009, p.17 
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parataxis ii, MKII London, 28 October 2010. Image: Jenna Rossi-Camus. 
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A PART 

 

“Enlightenment is daring to speak for yourself, to think for yourself. In that sense autonomy – in 

that you're not obeying but rather thinking and speaking for yourself.”10 

 

A.i. Growing worlds  

 

To be clear, we are not talking about the autonomy of art in terms of some divine (or secular) 

artistic separation from life, where the artist can somehow negate the political realities of her 

situation and be freely in touch with her talent/genius; some kind of freedom of expression (only) 

through art (because it's not possible in life?), which would be an autonomy of distinction.11 

Furthermore, the aim is not to address the brand of autonomy which serves to dissociate artistic 

creation from the social context of its production; which would effectively deny the 

instrumentalised and instrumentalising role art plays in society.  

 

Evidence of this instrumentality (and hence art's intimate inextricability from societal forces) is 

outlined clearly by many writers: famously by Theodor Adorno in The Culture Industry,12 but also 

extensively in recent publications such as e-flux, Art and Activism in the Age of Globalization, No 

Room To Move and Critique of Creativity by contemporary sociologists (e.g. Pascal Gielen,13 Isobel 

                                                
10 Michael Hardt speaking about Immanuel Kant's concept of autonomy as interpreted by Michel Foucault, in 'Michael 

Hardt and Pascal Gielen. Art, Freedom and Democracy', The New School/European Graduate School, 26 October 
2010, http://www.egs.edu/faculty/michael-hardt/videos/art-freedom-and-democracy/ (accessed 23 April 2012). 

11 This tension can be seen clearly highlighted by comparing two recent theoretical constructions of the work of Swiss 
artist Thomas Hirschhorn, the first by art historian Claire Bishop, ‘Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics’ (October 
110, Fall 2004, MIT Press) and the second by research group BAVO, ‘Artists, One More Effort to Be Really 
Political’ (Art and Activism in the Age of Globalization, NAi Publishers 2011): Bishop’s discussion of Hirschhorn’s 
work aims to distinguish it favourably from the relational aesthetics she criticises, ‘The independent stance that 
Hirschhorn asserts in his work—though produced collaboratively, his art is the product of a single artist’s vision—
implies the readmittance of a degree of autonomy to art.’ (p.77.) Whereas BAVO criticise this very kind of 
autonomy – using Hirschhorn's work Swiss Swiss Democracy (2004-05) as an example – for being too 'safe' to be 
effective as the political gesture it claims to be (for being 'too artistic'). The artist's project, aimed to critique the way 
democracy functions in Switzerland, suspends any potentially political content to the work through the detached and 
rhetorical position Hirschhorn assumes, which is foremost an artistic rather than political one: '… the action still 
remains within the safe boundaries of art, that is to say, on the autonomy side of the tension arc. In spite of 
Hieschhorn's rhetoric … about artistic courage … one might wonder how much courage it took to organize an art 
event that explicitly does not want to define itself as political in a cultural centre outside Switzerland.' (p. 293.) 

12 Theodor Adorno, The Culture Industry: Selected essays on mass culture, Routledge 1991. See especially chapter 3, 
'Culture Industry Reconsidered', pp. 98-106: 'The autonomy of works of art, which of course rarely ever 
predominated in an entirely pure form, and was always permeated by a constellation of effects, is tendentially 
eliminated by the culture industry, with or without the conscious will of those in control. The latter include both 
those who carry out directives as well as those who hold the power.' (p. 99) 

13 Pascal Gielen discusses some of these and related ideas in his essay 'Art Scene – Control Machine', in De Cauter, De 
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Lorey) and philosophers (e.g. Esther Leslie, Dieter Roelstraete, Hito Steyerl), such that it could be 

said this theme is one of the central concerns of contemporary art discourse.  

 

See an obvious case in point by simply regarding Frasers Property's current 'Central Park' 

development on Sydney's Broadway. Here art is purportedly used to 'elucidate the soul of Central 

Park’s past and give expression to the spirit of its future',14 which – assumedly – is an 'artistic' or 

'creative' future that therefore automatically 'contributes to the community'.15 Yet, what interest is 

there for Frasers in spending $8 million16 on a 'Public Art' project if not to generate the cultural 

capital and so-called 'community' credentials necessary to legitimise/mask the bottom line goal of 

'Central Park' – private profit – and the unprecedented gentrification of the Chippendale area? The 

argument that it is a philanthropic gesture would hold if Frasers were investing in sustainable 

facilities for Sydney artists rather than providing them with temporary studios, or inviting them to 

do big blockbuster installations on the construction site itself – which arguably serves more to 

publicise Frasers than the artists. Such projects seem essentially to encourage the escalation of 

property prices and the commercialisation of culture under the misnomer 'Public Art'. As Esther 

Leslie makes clear in her essay 'Add Value to Contents: The Valorization of Culture Today': 

'Culture is posited as a mode of value-production: for its economy-boosting and wealth-

generating effects; its talent for regeneration, through raising house prices and 

introducing new business, which is largely service based; and its benefits as a type of 

moral rearmament or emotional trainer, a perspective that lies behind the ‘social 

inclusion’ model, whereby culture must speak to – or down to – disenfranchised groups. 

Culture is instrumentalized for its ‘value-generating’ spin-offs.'17 

 

Crudely put, ignoring these factors in any analysis of art works or tendencies in artistic production 

could be (albeit exaggeratedly) compared to an investment banker ignoring the structural causes 

behind housing market fluctuations and instead deciding to make his decisions based on a self-

                                                
Roo, Vanhaesebrouck (eds.) Art and Activism in the Age of Globalization, NAi Publishers 2011: '… we should not 
forget that creative work like this is always a form of cheap instable [sic] work - something that makes the art scene 
of great interest to outsiders like company managers and politicians. Not only does it boost the local economy and 
introduce the city into the world market. It also, and especially, reveals a biopolitical ethic that nowadays benefits 
the economy. The protagonists of the creative scene and economy appear not to believe 'Arbeit macht frei', as in the 
Nazi concentration camp, but 'Freiheit macht Arbeit' (freedom makes work).' (p. 88) 

14 Jennifer Turpin, http://www.centralparksydney.com/public-art/ (accessed 23 April 2012) 
15 General body text (not credited), http://www.centralparksydney.com/public-art/ (accessed 23 April 2012) 
16 Ibid. 
17 Esther Leslie, 'Add Value to Contents: The Valorization of Culture Today', in Gerald Raunig, Gene Ray, Ulf 

Wuggenig (eds.), Critique of Creativity: Precarity, Subjectivity and Resistance in the 'Creative Industries', Mayfly 
2011 
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righteous 'instinct' that he feels renders him separate from the rest of society and thus qualified to do 

as he wishes.18 In essence, he revokes the world in which his actions take place in favour of 

upholding a protected self-world, thereby denying that his outputs always produce, and are products 

of, a much wider field of life. This postulation may seem extraneous but nevertheless demonstrates 

precisely why the notion of autonomy based primarily on distinction should be rejected. It results 

not only in things like 'housing bubbles' but likewise, and more pertinently for the current 

discussion, art bubbles.19 This latter could be seen as art and artists (but also as other players in the 

culture industry) whose own sphere of existence and production floats further and further away 

from Earth (often claiming all the while that they know exactly what's going on down here). But 

eventually bubbles must pop and suddenly this airy model is revealed to be inherently dependant on 

a plethora of propping-up forces that are nothing less than concrete (albeit immaterial) realities – to 

name a few: money, social status, education, marketability, etc. 

 

 

Frasers Property’s Artists In Residence at Central Park development, Broadway, Chippendale. Image: Newtown Graffiti 

(http://www.flickriver.com/groups/1441494@N20/pool/interesting/). 

 

This is not to say that every single bubble must be suspect – sometimes temporary isolation is 

necessary – but this reading of autonomy (flying above) detracts from the fact that it is always an 

autonomy-from mechanism; that is to say, autonomy in relation to material conditions. Bubbles can 

                                                
18 For clarification as to the extent that this sort of 'autonomous' work occurs in large financial institutions, see Inside 

Job, dir. Charles H. Ferguson, 2010. 
19 It is interesting to consider these bubbles in regard to the first volume of Peter Sloterdijk's Spheres trilogy, titled 

Bubbles, Semiotext(e) 2011 (trans. Wieland Hoban), and indeed to the German philosopher's thinking more broadly. 
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only exist by way of this world. The kind of autonomy that results from this acknowledgment is that 

which the present thesis will address: an autonomy that engages with the world, not an autonomy 

that takes the world as it is for granted and seeks to distinguish itself thence.  

 

Accordingly, the proposed autonomy is rather a vibrant, enlivened, socially embedded concept. One 

which is perpetuated in relation to the world and other autonomous beings and can thus be 'the very 

condition of their becoming/future. It doesn't leave the supposed unity of the Subject, but engenders 

multiplicities … "Autonomy" means that we make the worlds that we are grow.'20 It is this concept 

of a constantly moving autonomy, an autonomy always in the process of negotiation, which shall be 

treated. The question to be considered is whether autonomy is then something more or less 

voluntary, a certain mentality that one projects and aspires to (not in the aspirational sense); a status 

that can be ordained by the autonomous body itself. Or if it is instead reliant on or determined by 

the extent of the subject in question's dependence on (or independence from, as the case may be) 

established models of assigning value, gauging success and generating meaning. 

 

These are vital questions, whose answer may not ever be wholly attainable but whose complexities 

should be revealed in the movements of this thesis. In what follows, various perspectives on 

autonomy will be considered in order to foreground an understanding of the positions from which 

critical art practices today can be apprehended. In this sense, the claim is not being made that the 

practices to be investigated are necessarily autonomous (and indeed some of the case studies 

explicitly state the contrary), rather that they exist in a field of movement for autonomy/autonomy 

for movement via their self-organised, DIY spirit, the nexus of their interest. Here no grand, 

sweeping claims are to be made on the behalf of others; this is an offering. 

 

A.ii. 'We are all groupuscles'21  

 

In a chapter titled 'The Poisoned Soul' in his book The Soul At Work, Italian media theorist Franco 

'Bifo' Berardi addresses the theory of 'chaosmosis', referencing Félix Guattari's book of the same 

name. He writes: 'I is an other, a multiplicity of others, embodied at the intersection of partial 

components of enunciation, breaching on all sides individuated identity and the organized body. 

                                                
20 Tiqqun, The Cybernetic Hypothesis, TIQQUN #2, 2001, p. 83 (http://cybernet.jottit.com/ or 

http://archive.org/details/Tiqqun2, accessed 11 April 2012) 
21 Félix Guattari as quoted by Gilles Deleuze in 'Three Group-Related Problems', Desert Islands and Other Texts 

1953-1974, Semiotext(e) 2004, p. 193 
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The cursor of chaosmosis never stops oscillating between these diverse enunciative nuclei – not in 

order to totalize them, synthesize them in a transcendent self, but in spite of everything, to make a 

world of them.'22 It is tempting to invoke this form of chaos as a powerful force that acknowledges, 

to paraphrase Berardi, the infinite and constant decomposition of consistence. This is not merely an 

intellectual formulation but also a relation derived from bodily, experiential approaches that are 

always in-relation-to and are critically useful for nuanced understandings of how artists and cultural 

practitioners are organising themselves. The question becomes less “what sort of art do I want to 

make for this world,” and more “what sort of world do I want to make, and how does art relate to 

that?”  

 

For both Berardi and Guattari, chaos is too complex to be deciphered by already-existent modes of 

understanding and interpretation, but acknowledging the position of non-comprehension opens the 

subject up to relations with chaotic forces. These naturally comprise both enemies and allies of 

subjectivation and produce evolving cosmoses of the self (and relations to the other). It is crucial to 

note that these 'enemies' are requisite, for they are the disruptions to consistency that make 'infinite' 

thought and thinking possible. It is through this notion of chaos that self-measurement occurs; it is 

this very dis-order that allows for subjectivation itself. From another perspective, it is what cultural 

critic Brian Holmes describes as 'a contested bridge between the psyche and the objective structures 

of society', which can be read, for example, as the intersection of subversion and governmentality, 

the clash 'between politically engaged artistic practices and the management of the creative 

industries'.23 Holmes concludes his essay by extensively referencing Guattari ('the philosopher-

therapist'): 

'[Guattari] describes art, not as it hangs on the wall in a museum, but as it returns in your 

memory and your senses, as a refrain or ritornello of insistent presence cut off from 

anything you could precisely describe or own … he goes on to describe how people are 

inspired to leave behind their initial grounds of existence in order to participate in the 

temporal flows of concrete social projects which are themselves deterritorialized by 

rhizomes of abstract ideas … What you're looking at with Guattari's meta-models are not 

determinate maps, but suggestions of the kinds of interactions that people can try to 

orchestrate with each other, in full awareness that there will always be thresholds of 

unexpected chaos before any kind of world comes together.' 

 
                                                
22 Franco 'Bifo' Berardi, The Soul At Work: From Alienation to Autonomy, Semiotext(e) 2009, p. 122 
23 Brian Holmes, 'Recapturing Subversion: Some Twisted Rules for the Culture Game', in De Cauter, De Roo, 

Vanhaesebrouck (eds.), Art and Activism in the Age of Globalization, NAi Publishers 2011 (pp. 277-8) 
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These ideas foreground the notion of 'groupuscles' as self-organised, non-hierarchical, anonymous, 

fluid group subjectivities, which provide a useful framework for thinking through autonomous art 

structures and what their autonomy could be about, notably regarding questions of societal 

legitimation. Deleuze posits the following definition of groups or 'groupuscles', referencing the 

thought of his colleague, Guattari:  

'These groups are divisible, manifold, permeable, and always optional. A good group 

does not take itself to be unique, immortal, and significant, unlike a defence ministry or 

homeland security office, unlike war veterans, but instead plugs into an outside that 

confronts the group with its own possibilities of nonsense, death, and dispersal “precisely 

as a result of its opening up to other groups.” In turn, an individual is also a group. In the 

most natural way imaginable … '24 

 

Incidentally, this conceptualisation of groups is precisely that which should be put to work with the 

phrase 'art structures'. Integral to groupuscles is their permission of disorder as necessary 

component of truly creative pursuits. Yet, to be sure, this is a dis-order which remains integral to the 

groups' very structure and is thus less a disorderliness than a conscious rejection of externally 

imposed ordering. That is to say, these groups structure themselves in a manner that refuses to be 

told what order might look like. In another context, Deleuze calls this 'a creative disorder that is 

irreducible to any order whatsoever'.25 This is not (necessarily) anarchy but, rather, in a word: 

autonomy.  

 

Occupy London/Bank of Ideas, squatted ex-UBS Bank building. Image: Julia Ross. 

                                                
24 Deleuze, 'Three Group-Related Problems', p. 193 
25 Gilles Deleuze, 'Conclusions on the Will to Power and the Eternal Return', Desert Islands and Other Texts 1953-

1974, Semiotext(e) 2004 (p. 126) 
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A.iii. From alienation to autonomy 

 

'… autonomy means that social life does not depend only on the disciplinary regulation 

imposed by economic power, but also depends on the internal displacement, shiftings, 

settlings and dissolutions that are the process of the self-composition of living society. 

Struggle, withdrawal, alienation, sabotage, lines of flight from the capitalist system of 

domination ... Autonomy is the self-regulation of the social body in its independence 

and in its interaction with the disciplinary norm.'26 

 

This was written by Franco Berardi in 2003 for an essay called 'What is the Meaning of Autonomy 

Today?' that foregrounds a lot of what would become, by 2009, The Soul At Work: From Alienation 

To Autonomy. As a definition, the above can be usefully applied to art projects attempting to 

function in ways not dictated primarily by the need to sell art works (commodities), nor by pre-

determined value systems of what is considered good (marketable) art. Instead, such initiatives 

attempt to operate independently from dominant systems of value (though, needless to say, never 

entirely outside of them). This independence is not simply advocated but also tends to define the 

outputs themselves, permitting and encouraging the 'self-composition' Berardi invokes above, not to 

mention the potential for new art practices and discourses to emerge.  

 

Berardi's take is wholly infused with psychological readings and evocations. At large, his project is 

one of rendering visible the pathological psychologies produced by what he terms semiocapitalism27 

(i.e. the post-Fordist or cognitive labour dynamics inherent to late capitalism28). In The Soul At 

Work, he explores how current relations to labour within the contemporary global system tend 

towards the reproduction of pathological subjectivities. ('The events of economic depression and of 

psychic depression have to be understood in the same context: they are interrelated...'29)  

                                                
26 Franco 'Bifo' Berardi, 'What is the Meaning of Autonomy Today?', transversal / EIPCP multilingual webjournal, 

March 2003 (http://eipcp.net/transversal/1203/bifo/en last accessed 12 March 2012) 
27 Berardi, The Soul At Work, op. cit. p. 21. Here Berardi writes: 'The rise of post-Fordist modes of production, which I 

will call Semiocapitalism, takes the mind, language and creativity as its primary tools for the production of value.' 
28 I will use the phrase 'late capitalism' in the sense evoked by Fredric Jameson in Postmodernism, or, The Cultural 

Logic of Late Capitalism, Verso 1991. He writes in his introduction: 'Besides the forms of transnational business 
mentioned above, [late capitalism's] features include the new international division of labor, a vertiginous new 
dynamic in international banking and the stock exchanges (including the enormous Second and Third World debt), 
new forms of media interrelationship (very much including transportation systems such as containerization), 
computers and automation, the flight of production to advanced Third World areas, along with all the more familiar 
social consequences, including the crisis of traditional labor, the emergence of yuppies, and gentrification on a now-
global scale.' (p. xix) 

29 Berardi, op. cit. p. 208 
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Still from CBS evening news story. Image: e-flux journal. 

 

To abbreviate, we can see this clearly through Berardi’s formulation of the 'Prozac-economy', which 

he argues is the result of the increasingly competitive nature of work, coinciding with the 

cognitivisation of labour (hence 'the Cognitariat'), the loss of corporeality and the general 

acceleration of production due to continual technological advances ('the infinite velocity of the 

expansion of cyberspace'30), which the human is physically unable to keep up with. Berardi asserts 

that the logical results of this system – to the extent that they are intrinsic to its mechanism – are 

panic and depression, to which the same system offers its 'cure': Prozac. Berardi's project is to 

formulate possible 'cures' (or non-cures), which precisely do not come from the symptom itself; 

potential modes of releasing subjects from psychological pathologies (which are not individualised 

but generalised) – namely through the process of moving towards a kind of autonomy. 

 

Berardi's namely schizoanalytic31 approach aims to identify the obsessive, repetitive psychological 

refrains32 reproduced through the process of subjectivation under semiocapitalism and change their 

                                                
30 Ibid. p. 101 
31 Schizoanalysis was a term coined by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in their 1972 work Anti-Oedipus (Éditions de 

Minuit), which sees traditional psychoanalysis and the Oedipus-complex as ignoring the structural and societal 
causes for mental “illness” (a term they wouldn't employ). Deleuze and Guattari see Freud's theory as serving to 
stage the psyche as a dramatic theatre (and what's worse: family theatre!), where the story is well known and the 
roles are more or less pre-cast. Consequently, the outcomes of such theatre can only be perceived in the narrow 
sense of the particular role's supposed history. The French thinkers found the idea that the family (which family, 
precisely? Or whose?) could form the basis of all psychological disruptions to be a reductive formulation of how 
desire works. In addition, it confines the potential ways of a patient releasing themselves from 'repetitive refrains' to 
the exposure of some long-repressed mummy- or daddy-drive – at the exclusion of all others. See also, Deleuze & 
Guattari, 'Capitalism and Schizophrenia', in Gilles Deleuze, Desert Islands and Other Texts 1953-1974, 
Semiotext(e) 2004, pp. 232-41 

32 Citing Guattari, Berardi explains that the word 'refrain': 'refers to rhythmic rituals, temporary and singular projective 
structures that make harmony (or disharmony) possible. This harmony (or disharmony) moulds the field of desire.' 
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focus, 'deterritorialize' them, towards other landscapes, other imaginaries. But what are 'repetitive 

refrains', really? On a mental level, a repetitive refrain can be produced by modalities integral to 

semiocapitalism: competitive relations, exchange and interaction based on financial status (read: 

class and resultant experience of the world), erotic investment in one's work, the misconception of 

wealth as monetary wealth, infinite technological acceleration which the organism cannot match, 

and so on. This results in what we'd commonly term depression, but depression is also a repetitive 

refrain in itself and moreover cannot solely be seen in the negative33: for to heal it those very same 

'obsessive' energies must be redirected.  

 

Thus both the environmental causes and the mental blockages need to be overcome not by the 

symptom itself, e.g. systemically produced antidotes such as Prozac, et al. (though it must be noted 

that in terms of functioning in this society, many are assisted by such medication), but through a 

process of generating new models that are not based on a return to 'normality'.34 Instead, Berardi 

contends that the goal is 'the deterritorialization of the obsessive refrain, the re-focalization and 

change of the landscape of desire, but also the creation of a new constellation of shared beliefs, the 

common perception of a new psychological environment and the construction of a new model of 

relationship.'35  

 

Crucial to this schizoanalytic conception is the idea of transversality, which engages a lateral 

connection rather than one that moves grid-like. It is a movement that cuts across and through an 

obsessive refrain instead of maintaining the (stratified) modality of thought or behaviours of which 

the ‘pathology’ is product. Transversal lines can be thought of as cutting through strata that would 

otherwise never connect, to open up the possibilities of new relations emerging. Berardi writes that 

'the methods of Autonomist theory and Schizoanalysis coincide in their Compositionist method: 

they both reject any constituted subjective primacy, looking instead for the processes of transversal 

formation of those unstable, varying, temporary, singular aggregates that are called subjectivities 

down to their molecular dimension. Subjectivity does not pre-exist the process of its own 

production.'36 

                                                
The Soul At Work, op. cit. p. 135 

33 Ibid. p. 215. Berardi writes: 'We should not see depression as a mere pathology, but also as a form of knowledge. 
James Hillman says that depression is a condition in which the mind faces the knowledge of impermanence and 
death. Suffering, imperfection, senility, decomposition: this is the truth that you can see from a depressive point of 
view.' 

34 Ibid. p. 216 
35 Ibid. p. 217 
36 Ibid. p. 123  
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Taken into the context of art in question, exciting parallels become clear between the above 

understanding of psychologies and therapy and the new ways art practitioners are coming together 

and organising themselves in terms of structure, relationships, working dynamics and artistic 

production itself. Transversally minded artists/curators/writers/theorists are declining the 

predetermined levelling of the grid model in favour of movements that welcome other, unknown 

forces that are inherently unpredictable and constantly in composition. That is, those practices that 

seek to create their own systems of value and generate relations that are not individualistic and 

competition-driven but collective and 'open source'. Indeed, Berardi's own thesis highlights the 

conjunctive role of 'art and therapy' (not art therapy), to the extent that, in fact, 'they are the same 

thing'.37  

 

This is not to say that art starts to resemble what we normally think of as therapy (couch-time), nor 

that therapy starts to resemble that which we see in any standard art gallery. Rather the two terms 

conflate in the sense of the 'incessantly renewing' refrains, which they are both capable of 

producing. In other words, art and therapy possess the potential of nascence38 and thus have the 

power to redirect repetitive systemic pathologies, to realise new shared maps of desire that produce 

the roads we take rather than vice versa.39 It is via this remodelling – channelling desire differently 

– that the possibility of rupture is activated. To be sure, these topographies are not permanent; they 

do not come from a pre-existing model and thus should not ossify into the same. Structures 

produced by desire cannot be eternal, as capitalism itself proves daily with each new advertisement. 

 

                                                
37 Ibid. p. 136 
38 Also known as 'natality'. See Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, University of Chicago Press 1958 
39 Berardi, op. cit. p. 136 
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Santu Mofokeng, Democracy is forever, Pimville – Soweto, 2004. Image Lunetta Bartz. 

 

This temporality is the reason that autonomy, according to Berardi, is 'a process without end' but not 

an eternal process – in the sense of eternal validity, truth, or unchangingness. But how does this 

inform a consideration of contemporary art practices? The 'process without end' is such that the 

subjects involved (artists, curators, writers, activists, theorists, etc.) don't function in a 

predominantly outcome-oriented manner, which tends to become enforced when the aim is selling 

the product. Nor do they gauge their effectiveness or productivity by a pre-defined success-metre, 

but are rather able to self-define, redefine and alter definitions of what art can be – often to the 

extent of questioning whether 'success' in the traditional sense is really to be desired. Further, 

practices in constant composition destabilise who has the right to classify them as such. They don't 

need to be designated worthy or valid by the official voices of the art world, by market-dictates or 

institution-gatekeepers, rather they seek to explore the potentials of challenging the power 

structures that decide what type of culture is disseminated. 'Artist spaces construct their own 

agendas, build their own affiliations and operate within networks according to the principles and 

proclivities that propel them. Of course, artist spaces are not islands. They exist in an art ecosystem 

whose existence should not, even if it were possible, be denied.'40 

                                                
40 Alex Gawronski, 'Out of the Past: Beyond the Four Fundamental Fallacies of Artist Run Initiatives', We Are Here 

symposium organised by National Association for the Visual Arts Ltd. (NAVA) and Firstdraft, FraserStudios, 
Sydney, 3 September 2011 
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In other words, no art practice exists in a vacuum, it is clear that there are myriad forces ensuring 

the market model dominates the 'art ecosystem' (not least that the market model is seemingly 

unquestionably used for everything else in society41) and ignoring this is fruitless – plus artists have 

to eat, cynical criticism of 'selling-out' or 'going mainstream' seems vapid. Nevertheless, it quickly 

becomes clear, as Gregory Sholette argues thoroughly in his book Dark Matter,42 that the majority 

of artists do not make enough money on which to live from their art alone.43 In fact there is a 

situation in place (mirroring capitalism at large) where the very few earn the very most. In the 

introduction of his book Sholette allies himself 

'with those artists who self-consciously choose to work on the outer margins of the 

mainstream art world for reasons of social, economic, and political critique. In a sense, 

these artists have learned to embrace their own structural redundancy, they have chosen to 

be “dark matter.” By grasping the politics of their own invisibility and marginalisation 

they inevitably challenge the formation of normative artistic values. Here “politics” must 

be understood as the imaginative exploration of ideas, the pleasure of communication, the 

exchange of education, and the construction of fantasy, all within a radically defined 

social-artist practice. Such informal, often highly politicized micro-institutions are 

proliferating today … '44 

 

An interesting local example of a 'redundant' (in the financial sense) space subverting officially 

legitimised art discourse and valorisation is artist-run space 55 Sydenham Rd Marrickville NSW 

2204 AU (which will be discussed in more depth later). Their website 'mission' page liberally 

quotes Sydney Morning Herald art critic, John McDonald's scathing review of their project, though 

the tone of their reference to his words is more celebratory than rueful in nature. According to the 

gallery's website, McDonald writes: 'This gallery represents the most conceited, convoluted and 

contrived contemporary art in Australia. It is an exclusive clique, full of wanky mumbo-jumbo 

types who claim a posterity they don’t deserve. I of course understand the need for artist run spaces, 

but most just make room for stuff we could do without and such is the terrible fate of this gallery. 
                                                
41 Even education now appears to be judged in terms of its profitability rather than its benefits to society's knowledge, 

experience and future. One needn't look far. The University of Sydney's current Vice Chancellor, Michael Spence's 
recent redistribution of funds from academic and administration staff towards infrastructure and IT, incidentally 
coinciding with the increase in enrolment allowance, is a case in point. Spence's stated aim and justification of staff 
cuts is providing 'a reinvigorated, more innovative learning environment' (email to all students, 22 November 2011). 

42 Gregory Sholette, Dark Matter: Art and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture, Pluto Press 2011.  
43 In addition to Sholette's work see Marion von Osten, 'Unpredictable Outcomes / Unpredictable Outcasts: On Recent 

Debates over Creativity and the Creative Industries', in Gerald Raunig, Gene Ray, Ulf Wuggenig (eds.), Critique of 
Creativity: Precarity, Subjectivity and Resistance in the 'Creative Industries', Mayfly 2011 (p. 138) 

44 Sholette, op. cit. p. 4 
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Luckily, the public will only have to be subjected to their pestilent pretensions for at least two 

years, as it will no doubt sink under the weight of its own obscurity.'45 

 

The somewhat elusive McDonald review is never explicitly revealed as extant or not, and hunting 

for it only reveals some dead hyperlinks. Consequently, it somehow emerges as a kind of self-

mythicising motif for what 55 Sydenham Rd are attempting to do. Clearly, the quote is not used in a 

move to legitimise the space via McDonald's official opinion as an establishment art critic. If the 

quote is real, it seems to serve as a reminder of what 55 Sydenham Rd do not want to become: 

cynical and unable to see the good in something you don't understand, because you don't understand 

it. And if the quote is not real – is a fabrication of the gallery's own making – it serves the dual 

function of forcing 55 Sydenham Rd to confront themselves and the risks they face of falling into 

what Alex Gawronski would call 'acquiescence and thoughtless professionalism',46 while also 

admitting to themselves the possibility of – as 'McDonald' would have us believe – the whole thing 

really being just a clique of 'wanky mumbo-jumbo types'. And, so what, then, if that's all it were? 

 

Either way, I propose this to be read through Deleuze and Guattari's concept of groups, as an 

acknowledgment of 55 Sydenham Rd's 'own possibilities of nonsense, death, and dispersal'47, which 

all good groups must confront. 

 

A.iv. Conjunctive affiliations 

 

The configurations resulting from 'groupuscular' modes of organising/making art are naturally 

complex and impossible to classify or place neatly into the discrete but ever-multiplying categories 

required by bureaucratic structures. Which is why the idea of autonomy posited by Berardi is so 

important; his approach is 'conjunctive' rather than disjunctive (and...and, not or...or), a key 

theoretical distinction to bear in mind.48 This conjunctivity can be found with many self-organised 

art structures and small art institutions today, where it's less a question of delimiting project from 

project, and rather more about a modus operandi that opens possibilities and avenues of doing this 

and that, and that and that, and keeping the door ajar for the person who may appear and want to do 

                                                
45 John McDonald, as quoted on http://www.55sydenhamrd.com/mission (accessed 25 April 2012). The author takes 

no further responsibility regarding the source of this quote and its attribution. 
46 Gawronski, We Are Here symposium, op. cit. 
47 Deleuze, 'Three Group-Related Problems', op. cit. p. 193 
48 See also Braidotti, op. cit. 
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this, too, because s/he heard about your activities from a friend and is curious to get involved 

somehow. This way of working, open and conjunctive, simply doesn't work in highly 

bureaucratised environments, where before anything happens it must pass through checkpoints, 

barriers. These might include whether the artist have the suitable credentials, if the project satisfies 

funding dictates (e.g. representing minorities or addressing 'community' concerns), whether the 

project is attractive to the public (i.e. visitor numbers should always increase), etc.49 Differently put: 

when money is the bottom line – not conversation, experimentation, shared interests or questions – 

a conjunctive, processual approach is very difficult if not impossible.50 

 

Artist and writer Alex Gawronski touched on this idea at a recent symposium about Artist-Run 

Initiatives (or ARIs) held in Sydney in September 2011, called We Are Here. He used the concept 

of 'affiliation' to mount an argument for artist spaces based on the relations and connections 

inevitably forged from mutual experience and recognition in lieu of a sweeping and tokenistic 

advocacy of purportedly 'democratic' processes such as the open submission model many ARIs 

employ.51 It could be argued that the latter model helps tick funding boxes and fill CVs, but in the 

same move negates real depth of exchange and potential resistance to normative modes (not least 

because such transactions often involve the artist paying to have a show at said ARI), which can 

occur with time spent and connections fostered between interested parties who enact a 'politics of 

affiliation … based on choice.' 

'These connections, rather than nepotistic, are primarily based on a politics of faith in the 

existing practices of artists who have a proven level of commitment to what they do. This 

does not discount work by younger artists who have not had the time to build up practices 

in which case emphasis will always be paid, as elsewhere, to the quality of ideas and 

evidence of a wider outlook. However, the politics of affiliation challenge the very basis 

of the way politics is understood these days as polarities have slowly been sucked into the 

                                                
49 See Sarah Thelwall, Size Matters: Notes towards a Better Understanding of the Value, Operation and Potential of 

Small Visual Arts Organisations, Common Practice 2011. (Downloadable at http://www.commonpractice.org.uk/, 
accessed 6 May 2012). 

50 A good example of this is seen via the collaboration and publication Circular Facts (Sternberg Press 2011), which 
will be addressed in more depth in B Part but essentially the aim of the project is to acknowledge these 
organisations' 'smallness', less as a question of scale than 'a way of working', as editors Mai Abu ElDahab, Binna 
Choi and Emily Pethick explain: 'Working intimately with artists, choosing the parameters of our relationship to the 
politics of representation, and being flexible yet professional … Circular Facts tries to operate within a framework 
of mutual support, resourcefulness, and responsiveness in order to realize diverse projects that required very 
different methodologies, skills, and knowledge … embedded in a desire to learn … Equally important are the 
rewarding personal relationships fostered throughout the project ...' (pp. 87-88) 

51 For example, BUS Projects (Melbourne), Firstdraft (Sydney), Kings ARI (Melbourne), and many more, where 
artists submit to an application process and, if successful, pay to have an exhibition. See 
http://busprojects.com.au/proposals/, http://firstdraftgallery.com/programs/exhibitions/, 
http://www.kingsartistrun.com.au/kingsartistrun/proposal-information/ (all accessed 28 April 2012).   
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black hole of centrism.'52 

 

The 'politics of affiliation' suggests indeed a processual approach, which links the desire to create 

unfettered works and exhibitions with an operative framework that reflects and embodies that 

desire. 'Artist spaces construct their own agendas, build their own affiliations and operate within 

networks according to the principles and proclivities that propel them.'53 Brian Holmes identifies 

something similar in his current practices, which he describes as 'unclassifiable projects that 

function as mobile laboratories and experimental theatres of social and cultural change' that 'border 

on the recognizable limits of art'. He speaks of 'the autonomy of an investigative and transformative 

process that upsets the codes of the constituted fields and undercuts any kind of institutional 

control'. In short, what he terms later 'a movement towards autonomy'.54 Hence, it is this very 

unclassifiability, this affiliatory, conjunctive modus operandi, that allows for the 'limits' of art to be 

forgotten – in a move toward something like art which might not be art at all but could be, so we 

must try and see. It is in the trying, in the attempting to redefine what and how we think, do and 

relate to art and its production that autonomy appears. 

 

 

We Are Here symposium, FraserStudios, September 2011. Image http://www.madecreativespace.com.  

 

                                                
52 Gawronski, We Are Here symposium, op. cit. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Holmes, op. cit. 
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A.v. Twists and contradictions: neoliberalism and the logic of acceleration 

 

However, there is a problematic here – a 'twist' as Holmes might call it – that must be stressed. The 

above should not be read as somehow providing an idyllic escape from alienation into the world of 

autonomy, simply by choosing it. Self-regulation or -composition, in the sense suggested earlier, 

does not mean that one is no longer implicated in a capitalist system of domination. There is no 

outside per se, only processes of subverting, expropriating and relating that offer potentially new 

routes, ways of seeing and being. It is a fine line between subversion and co-option55 (and whether 

the line exists at all is arguable), but many contemporary writers are engaging with and critiquing 

the way artistic labour and creativity is instrumentalised for the infinite-growth economy that most 

countries subscribe to.56 These critiques seem often to stem from ideas posited in Maurizio 

Lazzarato's now famous essay 'Immaterial Labour', published in 1996. Segueing nicely with 

Semiocapitalism as discussed earlier, the Italian philosopher explains how production per se is 

today specifically 'the production of a social relation':  

'… one has to express oneself, one has to speak, communicate, co-operate, and so forth 

… The management mandate to “become subjects of communication” threatens to be 

even more totalitarian than the earlier rigid division between mental and manual labour 

(ideas and execution), because capitalism seeks to involve even the worker's personality 

and subjectivity within the production of value.'57 

 

Clearly, this neatly collapses with the understanding that the work of artists is essentially one of 

self-expression and subjective production. Hence one must tread carefully when attempting to 

delineate what might be autonomous art practices from what is, according to Lazzarato, Berardi and 

others, a structural component of the way labour is organised in late capitalism. What is exposed via 

Lazzarato's formulation – and perhaps crystallised through the context of art – is a central result of 

the neoliberal project that has been steadily developing for forty years, arguably since the removal 

of the gold standard by then US President Richard Nixon in 1971 but particularly since the 

deregulation of financial markets promoted vehemently by then British Prime Minister Margaret 

                                                
55 Ibid. 
56 See Franco Berardi Bifo, 'The Future After the End of the Economy', e-flux journal #30, December 2011: 'Growth is 

a cultural concept more than an economic criterion for the evaluation of social health and well-being. It is linked to 
the modern conception of the future as infinite expansion. For many reasons, infinite expansion has become an 
impossible task for the social body.' (http://www.e-flux.com/journal/the-future-after-the-end-of-the-economy/ 
accessed 6 May 2012.) 

57 Maurizio Lazzarato, 'Immaterial Labour' (trans. Paul Colilli & Ed Emory), in Paolo Virno & Michael Hardt (eds.), 
Radical Thought in Italy: A Potential Politics, University of Minnesota Press 1996 (pp. 132-146) 
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Thatcher and US President Ronald Reagan in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and taken up 

consequently by many governments internationally.58 

 

Neoliberalism seeks to make everyone into a 'self-governing' flexible worker, equipped with the 

business-lingo, ready to jump up for the next challenge with 'creative' responses and wholly 

responsible for their own success or failure (which is framed as the need to 'realise your own 

potential'). In a word, this is 'precarisation' – precisely in the sense as defined by Isabell Lorey.59 

What this means is we are supposed to invest our best energies into work and we are supposed to 

love it.60 This is essentially the case whether you work in data-entry or as an artist (or both), under 

Semiocapitalism everything is 'info-work': 'both simple executing workers and entrepreneurial 

managers share the vivid perception that they depend on a constant flow that cannot be interrupted 

and from which they cannot step back save at the price of being marginalized.'61 This is doubtless 

the experience of many 'creatives', where there is a sense one must keep making projects or risk 

being forgotten about, as Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello make clear.62 Needless to say, neoliberal 

ideology embeds itself not only in economies but psychologies. 

 

Frasers Property’s ‘Central Park’ office/gallery uses signage referencing Joseph Kosuth. Image: Newtown Graffiti. 

                                                
58 See Berardi, 'What is the Meaning of Autonomy Today?', op. cit., he writes: 'The process of the autonomisation of 

workers from their disciplinary role has provoked a social earthquake which triggered capitalist deregulation. The 
deregulation that entered the world scene in the Thatcher-Reagan era, can be seen as the capitalist response to the 
autonomisation from the disciplinary order of labour. Workers demanded freedom from capitalist regulation, then 
capital did the same thing, but in a reversed way. Freedom from state regulation has become economic despotism 
over the social fabric. Workers demanded freedom from the life-time prison of the industrial factory. Deregulation 
responded with the flexibilisation and the fractalisation of labour.' 

59 Isabell Lorey, 'Governmentality and Self-Precarization: On the Normalization of Cultural Producers' (trans. Lisa 
Rosenblatt & Dagmar Fink) in Simon Sheikh (ed.), Capital (It Fails Us Now), b_books 2006, p. 126. See also 
Isabell Lorey, 'Virtuosos of Freedom: On the Implosion of Political Virtuosity and Productive Labour' (trans. Mary 
O'Neill), in Raunig, Ray and Wuggenig (eds.), Critique of Creativity, Mayfly 2011, pp. 79-90 

60 Berardi, The Soul At Work, op. cit. 
61 Ibid., pp. 88-89 
62 Luc Boltanski & Eve Chiapello, op. cit.  
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Yet this territory is slippery: is there a difference between self-regulation (in Berardi's sense) and 

deregulation? Perhaps the latter can be seen as a positive thing: neoliberalism 'frees' us of the 'nanny 

state' Thatcher so despised, which echoes contemporaneously in the current British Prime Minister 

David Cameron's 'Big Society' model, or in the averse reaction to current US President Barack 

Obama's health care plan. But this brand of 'freedom' begs the question: why have a government, 

notably a 'representative democracy', at all if people who have the money can do whatever they like, 

'deregulated', anyway (read: GFC)? Artist and theorist Hito Steyerl notes wryly in her essay 'Politics 

of Art: Contemporary Art and the Transition to Post-Democracy':  

'Why and for whom is contemporary art so attractive? One guess: the production of art 

presents a mirror image of post-democratic forms of hypercapitalism that look set to 

become the dominant political post-Cold War paradigm. It seems unpredictable, 

unaccountable, brilliant, mercurial, moody, guided by inspiration and genius … The 

traditional conception of the artist’s role corresponds all too well with the self-image of 

wannabe autocrats, who see government potentially—and dangerously—as an art form. 

Post-democratic government is very much related to this erratic type of male-genius-artist 

behaviour. It is opaque, corrupt, and completely unaccountable … the actual production 

of art is … a workshop for many of the nouveaux poor, trying their luck as jpeg virtuosos 

and conceptual impostors, as gallerinas and overdrive content providers. Because art also 

means work … It is produced as spectacle, on post-Fordist all-you-can-work conveyor 

belts … affective labor at insane speeds, enthusiastic, hyperactive, and deeply 

compromised.'63 

 

The difference, then, between deregulation and self-regulation is question of speed.64 Self-

regulation means you set your own pace, create your own parameters, collectively or as an 

individual, whereas deregulation means the subject is forced to function ever faster or risk missing 

out, losing the race, being booted from the game. The concept of incessant acceleration, linked with 

the infinite-growth myth, is one Berardi treats extensively in his writings. Acceleration occurs to the 

subject not only via constant technological innovation, with which s/he must keep up, but also by 

the enforced acceleration of the brain functions via the rapid expansion of the info-sphere, i.e. now 

the sphere of work.65 

                                                
63 Hito Steyerl, 'Politics of Art: Contemporary Art and the Transition to Post-Democracy', e-flux journal #21, 

December 2010, http://www.e-flux.com/journal/politics-of-art-contemporary-art-and-the-transition-to-post-
democracy/ (accessed 28 April 2012). 

64 Tiqqun: 'Speed is now taking primacy over quantity, as a factor in wealth. The hidden face of the maintenance of 
accumulation is the acceleration of circulation.' (The Cybernetic Hypothesis 2002) 

65 Franco Berardi Bifo, 'Time, Acceleration, and Violence', e-flux journal #27, September 2011 (http://www.e-
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Thus, the idea that the proposed 'autonomous art structures' are by default outside of, protected 

from, or even antithetical to profit-driven, competition-oriented bodies and neoliberal ideology is 

too simplistic an understanding not only of the all-pervasive nature of capital but of the kind of 

autonomy proposed to be occurring therein. That is, precisely an autonomy that confronts its 

embeddedness in such dynamics of domination. Lazzarato clarifies at the end of his essay:  

'Immaterial labour constitutes itself in immediately collective forms that exist as 

networks and flows. The subjugation of this form of cooperation and the “use value” of 

these skills to capitalist logic does not take away the autonomy of the constitution and 

meaning of immaterial labour. On the contrary, it opens up antagonisms and 

contradictions that … demand at least a “new form of exposition”.'66 

 

 

Claire Fontaine, STRIKE, (K. font V.II), 2007. Image: http://www.airdeparis.com.  

 

                                                
flux.com/journal/time-acceleration-and-violence/ accessed 28 April 2012). 

66 Lazzarato, op. cit. 
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A.vi. Critical autonomy/relative autonomy: three models within the Culture Industry 

 

Art theorist Gene Ray posits another view of what artistic autonomy signifies and how it pertains to 

art practices which may attempt to critique or reject the 'capitalist art system', particularly in relation 

to the 'culture industry' (as proposed by Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer).67 Ray outlines by 

way of Adorno that society 'pre-forms' subjects or consciousnesses for conformity via the 

production and consumption of commodified culture, suggesting the 'gaps' for truly autonomous 

acts are closing.68 However, despite the fact emergent subjects are systematically 'blocked from any 

practice that could change the dominant trend or aim radically beyond it', Ray's notion of 'critical 

autonomy' proposes that there are nevertheless still spaces in which critical subjects can generate 

(relative) freedom. In other words, though systems 'tend toward' closure, they can never close every 

possible gap, block every potential new subject, nor actualise closure without self-terminating (i.e. 

'global closure' of the final solution variety which would eliminate the conditions of the system 

itself).69 

 

Accordingly, Ray's argument goes that any perceived autonomy is, in fact, a 'relative autonomy'. 

'Pure' or 'absolute' autonomy is a 'myth' because the culture industry subverts – or literally 

capitalises upon – autonomous art practices and in so doing tends to absorb and neutralise them.70 

But, as mentioned, the culture industry can never entirely absorb movements for autonomy. 

'Relatively autonomous art, holding to its own criteria and to the historical logics of its own forms, 

goes on – and insofar as it does, it remains different from the merely calculated production of 

cultural commodities. Such an art shares the social guilt and is always scarred by the dominant 

social logics it tries to refuse'. By its 'very attempts at difference' such art 'activates a relative 

autonomy and actualizes a force of resistance.'71 

 

This idea can perhaps be ascertained in Danish collective Doublethink's 2010 program Public 

Service, particularly a project within it titled 'Hyde Park'. For this work Doublethink set up a series 

of deck chairs in London's Kensington Gardens, as an alternative to the official park deckchairs: 'for 
                                                
67 Gene Ray, 'Culture Industry and the Administration of Terror' in Raunig, Ray and Wuggenig (eds.), Critique of 

Creativity: Precarity, Subjectivity and Resistance in the 'Creative Industries', Mayfly 2011, pp. 167-181 
68 Adorno, op. cit. p. 106: 'The total effect of the culture industry is one of anti-enlightenment, in which … 

enlightenment, that is the progressive technical domination of nature, becomes mass deception and is turned into a 
means for fettering consciousness. It impedes the development of autonomous, independent individuals who judge 
and decide consciously for themselves.' 

69 Ray, op. cit. pp. 169-173 
70 Ibid. p. 175 
71 Ibid. 
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a relaxing time in beautiful circumstances, it will cost you 1.5 pounds for 2 hours. We provided free 

deck chairs with no time restrictions.'72 The subtle, simple gesture of inserting plastic deckchairs 

and a makeshift sign reading 'blue chairs free all year!' into a space already containing a sign and 

deckchairs – albeit more professional-looking ones – says a lot about both the potentials and the 

limitations of autonomous intervention in so-called 'public space'. A series of questions are raised: 

are the two types of chairs any different? What does it mean to sit on a free chair as opposed to a 

paying chair? Can we see parallels here with other situations in 'public'? This project's obviously 

gestural rather than offensive approach reveals an attempt to re-inscribe a public gardens with 

something properly 'public', and perhaps recompose, even if momentarily, that landscape as a 

potentially autonomous one, but one necessarily implicated in the logic it undermines. 

 

Bearing these complexities in mind, and the fact that 'relative autonomy' can still serve to affirm 

dominant art practices, we should note an earlier argument of Ray's, where he develops three 

categories into which various types of critical or 'anti-capitalist' art can be placed.73 To paraphrase 

Ray: firstly, artists can accept relative autonomy on its own terms and work within the art system. 

Secondly, they can reject relative autonomy categorically and relocate their practices beyond the 

conventions of the art institutions (i.e. commercial galleries, state galleries). Or thirdly they can 

move between these two positions, claiming autonomy or not, working within the institutions or 

keeping their distance, as need requires or opportunity permits.74 What follows explores in more 

detail what the three positions, as outlined by Ray, imply and why it is the third option – for better 

or worse – that seems to be the option favoured by critical art practices today. 

 

                                                
72 Doublethink (Christian N. Halsted and Jakob Ohrt), 'Hyde Park': http://www.doublethinkproject.com/public-

service/hyde-park/ (accessed 1 May 2012). 
73 Gene Ray, 'On the Conditions of Anti-Capitalist Art: Radical Cultural Practices and the Capitalist Art System', 

transversal web-journal, November 2006 (http://eipcp.net/transversal/0303/ray/en/ last accessed 7 May 2012). Ray 
sees the capitalist art system as 'a social sub-system of capitalism as a global system of exploitation and control.' 

74 Ibid. 
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The Doublethink Project, Public Service: Hyde Park, 2010. Image: Doublethink. 

 

A.vi.1 The institutional critique model 

 

'Critically affirmative' at best, the first option accepts the notion of artistic autonomy (as distinction) 

and functions within existent institutions, but often aims to deconstruct or critique their structural 

instrumentality to power, capital, and the production of value and meaning. Examples of this 

include the Institutional Critique employed by artists such as Hans Haacke, Marcel Broodthaers or 

Francis Alÿs. Haacke's MoMA Poll (1970), two plexi-glass ballot boxes installed in the gallery 

criticised the Museum's Board of Trustees, with its referendum-like question directly referencing 

major donor Nelson Rockefeller's failure to denounce then-President Nixon's Indochina policy. 

Broodthaers' Museum of Modern Art, Department of Eagles (1968-71) was a roving museum whose 

'sections' appeared in various institutional settings75 and consisted of relabeling existing works or, 

for the 'financial section', creating gold ingots stamped with the Department's eagle mascot and 

costing twice the value of the gold itself – 'the surcharge representing the bar's value as art'.76 Alÿs' 

'action' The Mouse (2001) consisted of the artist entering the new public venue of the private Jumex 

                                                
75 See Martin Herbert, 'Marcel Broodthaers, frieze Issue 115, May 2008 

(http://www.frieze.com/issue/review/marcel_broodthaers/ accessed 15 April 2012) 
76 See http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/1999/muse/artist_pages/broodthaers_musee.html (accessed 15 

April 2012). 
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collection in a poor area of Mexico City with a mouse in his pocket and letting it free in the 

galleries.77  

 

All three examples show successful international artists reflecting on and criticising the mechanisms 

of the art world in which they operate, yet in all cases the works remain safely within the walls of 

the institutions, serving as a critique, certainly, but changing nothing and thereby only serving to 

reaffirm the powers they appear to contest. While this model has the advantage of potentially 

putting radical critique before large audiences, that very radicality is neutralised in the same 

movement by its context as consumer entertainment, which at best self-referentially provokes 

reflection upon the conventions and institutions of art and the social functions behind them. In the 

end, this model reinforces a status quo that, 'for good reasons of its own, indulges this realm of 

relative freedom.'78 

 

A.vi.2. The anti-art model 

 

In the second model we find the apparent total rejection of the established notions of art. According 

to Ray, movements such as Surrealism and Dada sought to escape the political impotence of so-

called artistic autonomy and interact directly in everyday life. The Cabaret Voltaire, established in 

Zürich in 1916, came to promote a certain anti-art that stemmed from the anti-war position of those 

involved, the Dadaists employed nonsense, irrationality and chaos, totally rejecting the rules and 

conventions of traditional performance. They saw this as the only means of counterposing the 

equally nonsensical logic of war. Tristan Tzara's 'random poems' were early examples of the 

rejection of the artist genius in place of a creative framework that could be used by anyone: the 

words from any text could be cut up, shuffled about and rearranged at random, creating a poem that 

would, according to Tzara, 'resemble' its creator.79 These brief examples point to Dada's attempts to 

refute the idea that the artist and artistic production can be separated from the society in which s/he 

lives. 

                                                
77 Mark Godfrey (ed.), Francis Alÿs: A Story of Deception, Tate Publishing 2010, p. 116. It is interesting to note that 

presently Alÿs is part of a group show at Fundación/Colección Jumex, titled Poule! and running 20 April through 14 
September 2012. 

78 Ray, 'On the Conditions of Anti-Capitalist Art', op. cit. 
79 Henri Béhar, Tristan Tzara, Dada est tatou, tout est Dada, Flammarion 1996 (Tzara writes: 'Pour faire un poème 

dadaïste. Prenez un journal. Prenez des ciseaux. Choisissez dans ce journal un article ayant la longueur que vous 
compter donner à votre poem. Découpez l'article. Découpez ensuite avec soin chacun des mots qui forment cet 
article et mettez-les dans un sac. Le poem vows ressemblera.') 
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Random poem following the instructions of Tristan Tzara, 2008. Image: Eleanor Weber. 

 

Still, with hindsight we can see that even the Dadaists or Surrealists' form of radicality can be easily 

co-opted by the very brand of art they aimed to reject. (You can now see exhibitions of Dada in 

state galleries and museums, buy Dada merchandise, etc.) Moreover, these days it wouldn't be too 

much of an exaggeration to say that art that is not in some respect 'critical' may be excluded from 

contemporary art biennials, festivals, exhibitions, etc., for that very reason.80 This says less about 

the increasing interest in radical politics in the art world than it does of what is the current artistic 

tendency deemed bankable. Martha Rosler goes into these ideas in depth in her essay 'Take the 

Money and Run? Can Political and Socio-critical Art “Survive”?':  

'Art history’s genealogical dimension often leads to the acceptance of “politico-critical” 

work from past eras, and even of some contemporary work descended from this, which 

cannot help but underscore its exchange value. Simply put, to some connoisseurs and 

collectors, and possibly one or two museum collections, criticality is a stringently 

attractive brand. Advising collectors or museums to acquire critical work can have a 

certain sadistic attraction, directed both toward the artist and the work and toward the 

advisee/collector.'81  

                                                
80 See for example the 'political art' prerogative of the last two Istanbul Biennials (the 11th in 2009 and the 12th in 

2011), the current Berlin Biennale (the 7th, 2012), or the Institute of Contemporary Art, London's exhibition of the 
work of Russian collective Chto Delat? (What is to be done?) titled 'The Urgent Need to Struggle' (2010). 
(http://bienal.iksv.org, http://www.berlinbiennale.de, http://www.ica.org.uk/25668/Visual-Art/Chto-delat-What-is-
to-be-done-The-Urgent-Need-to-Struggle.html all accessed 7 May 2012) 

81 Martha Rosler, 'Take the Money and Run? Can Political and Socio-critical Art “Survive”?', e-flux journal #12, 
January 2010 (http://www.e-flux.com/journal/take-the-money-and-run-can-political-and-socio-critical-art-"survive"/ 
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Nevertheless, as Rosler makes clear, this does not wholly detract from the significance of such 

practices as histories that shed light on current practice and its evolution.  

 

 

Art Basel, Miami. Image: Bill Wisser. 

 

To detour slightly from Ray's three models, it is worth citing here curator and philosopher Dieter 

Roelstraete's ideas around this matter. He writes in his essay, 'A Letter on Difference and 

Affirmation': 'this culture industry has long succeeded in turning resistance itself into the highest 

form of entertainment, or the emblems of that resistance into the establishment's most highly 

sought-after commercial status symbols; a fact attested to by the astronomical prices paid for much 

art with, precisely, immaculate anti-capitalist credentials...'82 In the following paragraph, however, 

Roelstraete denounces the 'defeatist' view that nothing can be done, that resistance is futile because 

all critical art will inevitably be engulfed by the market and sold back to itself as the next critico-

commodity. Roeslstraete begs the question, then, of whether there is a way of avoiding 

recuperation. He asks if this would occur from 'within the confines of the culture industry' or via 'an 

unseen and unknown way out of [its] recuperative embrace'?83  

 

This remains to be seen, but the Situationist International (SI, established 1957) are worth 

mentioning in this instance for their ability to transcend recuperation by those they were resisting. 

                                                
accessed 15 April 2012). She writes: '… dissent and dissidence that fall short of insurrection and unruliness are quite 
regularly incorporated into exhibitions, as they are into institutions such as universities in liberal societies'. 

82 Dieter Roelstraete, 'A Letter on Difference and Affirmation', in De Cauter, De Roo, Vanhaesebrouck (eds.), Art and 
Activism in the Age of Globalization, NAi Publishers 2011 

83 Ibid. p. 95 
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This is arguably because their work was not object-related or static but took a dynamic, 

disseminative approach to production, e.g. by distributing pamphlets, holding discussions, involving 

students. The SI rejected any separation between art and politics but did focus more and more on 

the 'political' than 'artistic' side of things, particularly leading up to the events of May 1968 in 

France. It is perhaps interesting to compare their practice with earlier movements like Dada and 

note the similarities in terms of radical politics but also the differences: the latter, in the end, 

produced ownable art-objects in the form of photographs, paintings, sculptures, etc., whereas the 

reputation of the SI is much harder to pin down within particular objects that could be purchased or 

collected. This is not to deny that the SI very much serve a function within the art world – the 

exhibition about them at the Centre Pompidou in 1989 is just one obvious testament to that – but 

nevertheless one is tempted to suggest their influence is more on a discursive level. In what is 

perhaps an ironic turn of fate, SI actually informs a lot of critical contemporary art, rather than 

being the direct object of the market for that type of art. 

 

Consequently, SI's legacy possibly rings most loudly and frequently through Guy Debord's The 

Society of the Spectacle (incidentally, crucial reading for any would-be critical artist or theorist in 

the twenty-first century), which has meant that Debord has perhaps exaggeratedly and certainly 

paradoxically come to stand for the SI's work at large. In any case, Ray sees SI as 'effective' 

political agents and it is clear their work still has relevance to contemporary resistant practices and 

theory – see, for example, cultural theorist McKenzie Wark's recent book The Beach Beneath The 

Street which aims to tease out SI's 'contemporary resonance'.84 Of this second modality, Gene Ray 

concludes: 'The avant-garde model is a still renewable vector of breakout in which the severance of 

ties to the art system is correctly grasped as the necessary condition for the invention of effective 

anti-capitalist artistic practices.'85 How integrally these ties are actually severed, or whether total 

severance is even possible, is still open for debate. 

 

A.vi.3. The nomadic model 

 

The third and most flexible, 'nomadic' model, according to Ray, is such that the artist refuses to be 

limited by art system paradigms (professionalisation, imposed relations to time, etc.) while at once 

acknowledging the utility of institutional spaces as locations of potential disruption. The choice 

                                                
84 McKenzie Wark, The Beach Beneath the Street: The Everyday Life and Glorious Times of the Situationist 

International, Verso 2011 
85 Ray, 'On the Conditions of Anti-Capitalist Art', op. cit. 
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rejects confinement and is thus made on a case-by-case basis so a kind of 'ambiguous' model 

ensues: Artists can blur the boundaries between art systemic (affirmative) and politicised/activist 

(resistant) practices to the extent that the cultural capital accrued via systemic art world 

participation can be 'spent' in such a way that actions 'on the borders of legality', or which support 

subversive practices 'in the sphere of everyday life', are protected from prosecution by their art 

world cover.86 

 

For Ray, this means artists 'can shuttle back and forth between inside and outside, responding to 

opportunities, taking advantage of funding sources, and exhibiting work in exhibitions, without 

having to restrict themselves to the imperatives of an art career.'87 Although, this demands the 

question of how one can avoid 'the imperatives of an art career' while still remaining relevant to the 

official art system and maintaining this practice of expropriating 'cultural capital' for alternative 

outputs. Arguably, it is this very model of subversion that the official art world would nimbly 

model into sweetly packaged critical exhibitions and discourse or, as Ray would put it: 'apologia for 

resignation and entrepreneurial accommodationism.'88 

 

In acknowledging this aporia, Ray admits that this model does have pitfalls but he nevertheless 

stands by it, evoking Deleuze and Guattari's concept of the rhizome or 'lines of flight'89  – implied 

by the idea of the nomadic – as still potentially permitting resistance. Ray sustains that these notions 

should be 'used as conceptual tools for shifts of perspective, for the continuous self-criticism of 

organizational forms, and for the discovery of tactical openings within antagonistic situations of 

struggle.'90 He makes clear that he in no way sees this third formulation of autonomy as decisive, 

for as long as 'nomadic practitioners' claim the identity of artist and work within art institutions – 

and, moreover, as long as we interpret individual identity and artistic output as co-dependent – the 

work done 'outside' such institutions will normally be seen as integral to that artists' or artist-

collective's oeuvre, and is thus 'prepared in advance for re-absorption'. In spite of this (or because of 

it?), this model is the most common amongst artists wanting to develop critical, anti-capitalist non-

affirmative practices, claims Ray, though 'it remains to be seen whether this will continue to be the 

case as militarized neo-liberalism pushes the capitalist world system further toward a global crisis 

of legitimacy.'91 

                                                
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid. 
89 See Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, op. cit. 
90 Ray, 'On the Conditions of Anti-Capitalist Art', op. cit. 
91 Ibid. 
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Aporias aside, one must problematise the idea of a possible 'inside' and 'outside' (both of capitalism 

and the art world), between which one can 'shuttle'. There is no real 'outside'; one is either 

embedded in and directly engaging with capitalist modes of production, embedded in and directly 

resisting such modes, or embedded in and indirectly doing the former or the latter. As artist and 

writer Gregory Sholette formulates:  

'… either by choice or circumstance [creative dark matter] displays a degree of 

autonomy from the critical and economic structures of the art world by moving instead 

in-between its meshes. It is an antagonistic force simultaneously inside and outside …' 

(my emphases).92  

 

To paraphrase Ray, one must agree that this third model is well – even best – positioned to operate 

in the border zones between officially legitimised and potentially subversive art and political 

practice, but I would argue that this very subversion exists not in the back and forth between inside 

and outside but in the acknowledgement that there is no inside/outside dichotomy but rather a mesh 

of simultaneity, of negotiation, and of struggle. Subjects are always implicated in that which they 

enact, whether it is deemed inside or outside of whatever. The inside/outside binary exposes itself 

as constructed by a peculiarly capitalist gesture of (false) inclusion based on exclusion.93 Who is it 

that would delineate what is inside and what is outside, anyway, if not bureaucrats or cyborgs? 

                                                
92 Gregory Sholette, Dark Matter: Art and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture, Pluto Press 2011. Sholette 

outlines dark matter thus: 'Like its astronomical cousin, creative dark matter also makes up the bulk of the artistic 
activity produced in our post-industrial society. However, this type of dark matter is invisible primarily to those who 
lay claim to the management and interpretation of culture – the critics, art historians, collectors, dealers, museums, 
curators, and arts administrators. It includes makeshift, amateur, informal, unofficial, autonomous, activist, non-
institutional self-organized practices – all work made and circulated in the shadows of the formal art world, some of 
which might be said to emulate cultural dark matter by rejecting art world demands of visibility, and much of which 
has no choice but to be invisible. While astrophysicists are eager to know what dark matter is, the denizens of the art 
world largely ignore the unseen accretion of creativity they nevertheless remain dependent upon.' (p. 1) 

93 In the sense elaborated by Giorgio Agamben in Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, Stanford University 
Press 1998 (trans. Daniel Heller-Roazen) 
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Image: AP News. (http://www.apnews.ch) 

 

A.vii. Becoming autonomous: subRosa 

 

A consideration of the way the feminist collective subRosa from the USA relate to autonomy 

through their theoretical publications and art projects aids the development of a nuanced and 

dynamic understanding of what the term signifies. Take subRosa collective's concept of becoming 

autonomous:  

'Autonomy is not a fixed, essential state or quality. Like gender, autonomy is created 

through its performance, by doing/becoming; it is a political practice. To become 

autonomous is to refuse authoritarian and compulsory cultures of separation and hierarchy 

through embodied practices of welcoming difference. It is a powerful antidote to 

domination, exclusive expertise, and ruthless competition. Becoming autonomous is a 

political position for it thwarts the exclusions of proprietary knowledge and jealous 

hoarding of resources, and replaces the social and economic hierarchies on which these 

depend with a politics of skills exchange, welcome, and collaboration. Freely sharing 
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these with others creates a common wealth of knowledge and power that subverts the 

domination and hegemony of the master’s rule.'94 

 

Already from this citation echoes of the way Berardi theorises autonomy in The Soul At Work are 

heard, notably in respect to competition, collaboration and wealth. For example, Berardi advocates 

an understanding of wealth based on the quality of joy and pleasure derived from experience rather 

than reducing the concept to someone's 'economic and purchasing power'.95 Moreover, we can 

detect in subRosa's words the awareness of the psychological implications in this kind of autonomy; 

through their evocation of an 'antidote' and their reference to the 'master's rule', which could be read 

at once as Hegel's master/slave dynamic, repressive systems of governance, individuality, the 

patriarchy, etc. This must be considered particularly in terms of subRosa's feminist stance. 

 

subRosa is a group (or 'reproducible cyberfeminist cell', as they put it) who describe themselves as 

'a collective of interdisciplinary feminist artists committed to combining art, social activism and 

politics to explore and critique the intersections of information and bio technologies on women’s 

bodies, lives and work.' They declare at the end of their manifesto: 'let a million subRosas bloom!'96 

The emphasis on reproduction is not solely a reference to the traditional role of women in society; it 

also represents a political stance that doesn't limit, constrict, or claim ownership over what subRosa 

could be, nor who could take up this initiative and continue it (while it does, nevertheless, delineate 

what subRosa – as a collective, as an idea – represents, so potential subRosas would assumedly 

evolve from those values). 

 

subRosa's practice per se functions on several levels. As artists, they are involved with galleries, 

biennials, and academic programs,97 where their projects tend to engage with feminism as a lens 

through which to examine other social phenomena. For example, in a recent installation titled 

Feminist Matter(s): Propositions and Undoings for the 2011 Pittsburgh Biennial98 they imagine 

new ways of working which invoke the practices of extremely varied historic agents such as 4th 

                                                
94 SubRosa, 'Introduction: Practicing Cyberfeminisms', Domain Errors! Cyberfeminist Practices, (ed. Maria 

Fernandez, Faith Wilding, Michelle M. Wright), Autonomedia 2002 (pp. 12-13) 
95 Berardi, op. cit. p. 81 
96 http://www.cyberfeminism.net/  
97 The two core members of subRosa, Faith Wilding and Hyla Willis are professors at the School of the Art Institute, 

Chicago and Robert Morris University, Pittsburgh respectively. 
98 The Pittsburgh Biennial is co-organised by the Carnegie Museum of Art, Miller Gallery at Carnegie Mellon 

University, Pittsburgh Filmmakers/Pittsburgh Center for the Arts (PF/PCA), and The Andy Warhol Museum. See 
http://millergallery.cfa.cmu.edu/exhibitions/pittsburghbiennial2011/ for more information (last accessed 25 March 
2012). 
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century scientist and inventor, Hypatia, para-surrealist painter and anarchist Remedios Varo, 

interior designers the Omega Workshop, geneticist Barbara McClintock, and modernist writer 

Virginia Woolf to test how science could function not as a fixed and predefined discipline, 

distanced and objective, but rather re-envision it as a process of 'collective inquiry'99 (which is 

necessarily infused with multiple disciplines, definitions and subjectivities). This approach 

acknowledges that 'there are other tables besides officers tables and conference tables', as Woolf 

pronounced, from which the world can be thought and rethought; the English writer claimed the 

'mental fight means thinking against the current, not with it.'100  

 

These latter kind of tables are ones which promote a 'conversational' approach to scientific ideas, 

doing so within the context of art not to degrade the validity of scientific rigour but to open up such 

rigour to the influence of understandings that, though not necessarily any less rigorous, might be 

derived from unexpected sources – namely feminist ones. Thus the installation consisted of small 

tables arranged in the gallery space which visitors were encouraged to sit at, alone or in groups, 'to 

think and talk about the themes, histories, and ideas embedded in each setting – and to share [their] 

responses with [subRosa] in this space'.101 These table 'settings' incorporated various media – 'notes, 

drawings, materials, and objects that reflect some of [subRosa's] own and others’ meanderings and 

serious study in scientific, social and artistic pursuits'102 – with the intention to evoke versions of the 

lab-tables, workspaces and kitchens which female scientists and artists have often worked at/in. 

This scenario was an open invitation for those present to not only explore the ideas presented within 

the gallery and interact with others or participate in workshops around feminist readings of the 

agents listed above, but also to embody a practice of enquiry that excites the possibility that such 

thinking can and does exist in spaces not normally deemed appropriate to scientific matters. 

Importantly, subRosa intended for these notions be taken into the spaces where participants live and 

work, so that the 'exhibition' serves as an inspiration for the realisation of one's own projects or 

interests; Feminist Matter(s) don't end when one leaves the gallery.  

 

What is crucial to this type of project, with its promotion of a certain cross-pollinated apprehension 

of the world, is the breaking down of the often-rigid lines dividing disciplines and particularly who 

has the right or authority to address a discipline. By asking how feminism could affect the scientific 

                                                
99 See Feminist Matter(s): Propositions and Undoings handout, September 2011 

(http://home.refugia.net/portfolio/propositions-and-undoings/ last accessed 25 March 2012) 
100 Ibid. (Virginia Woolf, Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid, 1940) 
101 Ibid. 
102 Ibid. 
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world, subRosa implicitly question the foundations of that world, while also functioning as 

interlocutors for possible re-readings of it, multiplying the potential and providing those present 

with access points to alternate perceptions. 

 

 

subRosa, Feminist Matter(s): Propositions and Undoings, Virginia Woolf and the Omega Workshop, 2011. Image: Tom 

Little. 

 

The other vital aspect of subRosa's practice that should be mentioned is a self-publishing arm titled 

refugia, established in 2002, which effectively serves as a repository for the written content of their 

multi-faceted projects, a platform for the documentation of their practice, and a space to disseminate 

new ideas and writing – both from the collective themselves and invited guests. All literature is 

uploaded to refugia as free downloadable PDFs under the Creative Commons licence. According to 

subRosa, refugia functions as a 'curatorial space and archive',103 serving as both a space for their 

collaborative endeavours to occur and exist on the Internet, and as an access-point to their work that 

is far-reaching and not dictated by physical location.104 

 

A.viii. Against the monopoly of autonomy: Tiqqun, Claire Fontaine 

 

Another useful configuration of autonomy comes from French philosophical journal and publishing 
                                                
103 See http://home.refugia.net/about/ (last accessed 25 March 2012). 
104  I, for example, came across subRosa via an email signature quoting their concept of autonomy, which I was 

then able to find in their book Domain Errors! which can be downloaded in full from the refugia website. 
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collective Tiqqun who, similarly to subRosa, upload their publications to the internet and function 

under a name that represents not an individual but a collective endeavour whose 'authors' are not 

one but necessarily many (even if they may be one). Tiqqun is concurrently a philosophical concept 

and the name broadly assigned to the authors and publications which make up the project; Tiqqun 

serves at once to nominate and embody an open politics that is anti-authoritarian and horizontally 

organised, all of which is reflected in the form and content of their production. It is in this spirit that 

they negate 'the author function' – the ownership and individualism entailed by it as well as its 

implicit links to structures that decide who has the authority to speak/write105 – and instead openly 

advocate anonymity as a tactic for an autonomy that could be 'for everyone' (or anyone, but is in 

any case not based on identity politics), an autonomy which is mutable, multiple and in 

movement.106 

'The historic Autonomy – the Italian Autonomia group of the 1970s for example – like 

the Autonomy that is possible, is none other than the continual movement of 

perseverance of planes of consistency that establish themselves as unrepresentable 

spaces, as bases for secession from society. The reappropriation by critical 

cyberneticians of the category of autonomy/self-rule – along with the ideas deriving 

from it, self-organization, auto-poïesis, self-reference, self-production, self-valorisation, 

etc. – is from this point of view the central ideological manoeuvre of the last twenty 

years.'107 

 

Tiqqun reinforce here that possible autonomy always comes with the risk of being absorbed into the 

Cybernetic Hypothesis itself. Their text of that name, published in 2001, elaborated the situation of 

'cybernetic capitalism,'108 from which Tiqqun proposed an autonomy not derived from unified 

subjects but which necessarily 'engenders multiplicities'. They use the metaphor of haze or 

'becoming foglike' (devenir brouillard) to suggest lines of flight from cybernetics by 'a vital 
                                                
105  Famously put forward in another context by Roland Barthes in his essay 'The Death of the Author' (1967): 

'W r i t i n g  i s  t h a t  n e u t r a l ,  c o m p o s i t e ,  oblique space where our subject slips away, the negative 
where all identity is lost, starting with the very identity o f  t h e  b o d y  w r i t i n g . '  (Image-Music-Text,  
Fontana Press 1977, p. 142) Two years later, Michel Foucault wrote 'What is an Author?' where he addressed 'the 
author function', he concludes on a prescient note (considering 'innovations' in authorship brought on by advances in 
technology and the internet): 'I think that, as our society changes, at the very moment when it is in the process of 
changing, the author function will disappear, and in such a manner that fiction and its polysemous texts will once 
again function according to another mode, but still with a system of constraint – one that will no longer be the author 
but will have to be determined or, perhaps, experienced.' (The Foucault Reader, Random House 1984, p. 119) 

106  Tiqqun, The Cybernetic Hypothesis, TIQQUN #2 (trans. Anon.), p. 83, http://cybernet.jottit.com/ (accessed 28 
April 2012). 

107  Tiqqun, 'L'Hypothèse cybernétique', TIQQUN 2: Organe de liaion au sein du Parti Imaginaire, Zone d'Opacité 
Offensive/TIQQUN 2001 (trans. Anon.), p. 83 

108 Or capitalism in the age of cybernetic technology, i.e. the system of systems that infuses every aspect of society 
and is most clearly (albeit slightly crudely) embodied by something like the world wide web and the dynamics of 
control, subjectivation and interrelation produced thereby. See Tiqqun, ibid. 
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response to the imperative of clarity, transparency'; a resistance to representation, which 'means 

opening yourself up to still-unknown possibilities'. This, in turn, allows for the 'endless 

experimentation' they evoke in conclusion:  

'The autonomy I'm talking about isn't temporary nor simply defensive. It is not a 

substantial quality of beings, but the very condition of their becoming/future … The 

autonomy I'm talking about … gives itself the means of lasting and of moving from 

place to place, means of withdrawing as well as attacking, opening itself up as well as 

closing itself off, connecting mute bodies as bodiless voices. It sees this alternation as 

the result of an endless experimentation. "Autonomy" means that we make the worlds 

that we are grow … We say that autonomy is for everyone and that the fight for 

autonomy has to be amplified. The present form … is above all a fight against the 

monopoly on autonomy.'109 

 

Tiqqun emphasise that autonomy is not something unified/unifying, nor is it in defence (in defence 

of what, would be the question, harking back to Deleuze and Guattari's notion of group-subjects, 

which denounce the defence mechanism inherent to 'subjugated groups' based on totalisation and 

exclusion110); instead they highlight the crucial role of experimentation in the 'fight' for autonomy, 

and assert it is attained via connecting. This is nothing like 'connectivity' nor communication for the 

sake of communication – the cybernetician's dream (which opposes real creativity by its 

functionality and servility) – but a connecting in the sense of a politics of affiliation, as outlined by 

Gawronski; a connecting in the sense Berardi uses in a text on friendship: 

'The activity of connecting – thought, creation, movement – should not be conceived as 

the instauration of an order. The activity of connecting does not presuppose any pre-

existing connection, nor should it be proposed as the finality of an optimal, rational 

connection, nor as consensus.'111 

 

It is important to emphasise two key points in Tiqqun's formulation of autonomy: connecting voices 

and endless experimentation. Is this an autonomy that can be applied to the organisation of art 

structures? Tiqqun's works may seem unrelated to a discussion of art, but as a group they 

correspond to an idea of potentiality, independence and self-determination that is key to the 

                                                
109  Tiqqun, The Cybernetic Hypothesis, op. cit. 
110  Deleuze, 'Three Group-Related Problems', Desert Islands, op. cit. 
111  Franco Berardi (Bifo), Félix Guattari: Thought, Friendship and Visionary Cartography (trans. Giuseppina 

Mecchia & Charles J. Stivale), Palgrave Macmillan 2008 (p. 135) 
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proposed thesis. What's more, not only are former members of Tiqqun purportedly involved in The 

Invisible Committee who authored the now infamous112 manifest, The Coming Insurrection 

(published in English by Semiotext(e) in 2009), but they are also linked with the artist (collective) 

Claire Fontaine, who plays a fascinating role – considering their background – as a celebrated artist 

in the 'official' art world,113 while upholding an explicitly anti-capitalist ethic.  

 

Claire Fontaine embrace what could be read as a gross contradiction and thus an utter indictment of 

their work (i.e. because they are anti-capitalists working in the art market114) to the extent that this 

supposed contradiction largely defines their work – at least conceptually, if not formally. 'Our work 

functions within the limits and the contradictions of its time.'115 Fontaine makes clear in an 

interview with curator Anthony Huberman116 that the very idea of 'complicity' or 'selling-out' is 

impossible when there is nothing 'outside' of capitalism or, crudely put: nothing from which to sell 

out to, as it were, that is not simply more capitalism. It could be seen as defeatist but the radicality 

of their position can be situated in this very juncture of no outside. To quote Fontaine at length:  

'Inside, outside…these are things we don’t understand. Who says that? There is no such 

thing as a defined outside of capitalism anymore, and the inside is so full of holes that 

billions leak out of banks just because of some unauthorized trading by an anonymous 

broker … there is a real impossibility of working outside a capitalist system … Our 

present situation is highly complex; many pockets of the third world exist inside “rich” 

countries, and these same rich countries happily practice the new form of colonialism 

that some people like to call globalization. Social classes have multiplied but everyone 

inside them is a lot more isolated and structurally competitive. Artists are a good 

example of this situation: they are self-employed because they are worker and boss in 

                                                
112  See Daniel Miller's review for New Statesman, 15 October 2009: http://www.newstatesman.com/non-

fiction/2009/10/coming-insurrection-france and US TV host Glenn Beck's review here: 
http://youtu.be/ZKyi2qNskJc (both accessed 29 April 2012). 

113  Bart van der Heide even goes so far as to call them 'the French representative of contemporary art production' 
in his interview, 'In Life There is No Purity, Only Struggle: An Interview with Claire Fontaine', Metropolis M, 
February/March 2009 (http://metropolism.com/magazine/2009-no1/in-het-leven-is-geen-zuiverheid/ accessed 30 
April 2012). 

114  Claire Fontaine has exhibited at Tate Modern (London), MOCA (North Miami), Witte de With (Rotterdam), 
CCA Wattis (San Francisco), Kunsthalle Zürich, etc., events like Nuit Blanche in Paris, biennials in Istanbul, Sydney 
and Lyon, as well as fairs such as Art Basel. Fontaine is represented by Air de Paris and Chantal Crousel, both boasting 
an array of top-end contemporary artists. See http://www.clairefontaine.ws, 
http://www.crousel.com/gcc/artists/Claire%20Fontaine/bio and http://www.airdeparis.com/artists.htm (accessed 29 
April 2012).  
115  Bart van der Heide, op. cit. 
116  The artists in an interview with Anthony Huberman, 'Claire Fontaine', BOMB 105, Fall 2008 
(http://bombsite.com/issues/105/articles/3177 accessed 30 April 2012). Huberman asks: 'Speaking of being two things 
at once, I wanted to bring up the question of anarchist politics and art’s relationship to the market. You work inside the 
market: you show in galleries, you sell art, you are inside the system… How do you respond to those who make the 
easy accusation that you’re complicit with capitalism?' 
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one body (as Godard always says) … For people who can’t identify with their own job or 

who identify with it too much (as an ideal), democratic forms of struggle are a very bad 

fit. Many artists we know have two or three jobs because they can’t or don’t want to 

make money through their art. So, saying, “I am an artist” means many different things. 

This dysfunction in professional identification is more and more common; that’s why it 

will probably be a desertion from within that will destroy capitalism. But we are not 

prophets. And by the way, we don’t know what “complicity” means in art today. We 

don’t even know what “art” is. It is many different worlds, many different people …'117 

 

Claire Fontaine, who calls herself a 'readymade' artist, is an 'empty vessel' through which her 

'assistants' (Fulvia Carnevale, James Thornhill, maybe others) can address and engage the questions 

that occupy them.118 These questions inevitably centre around the complexities and contradictions 

of contemporary life/contemporary capitalism and the relations it produces. Fontaine's art usually 

manifests via 'neo-conceptual' works, often employing neon text, modified quotidian objects, or 

directly invoking the art system via potentially subversive sculptures which become art-tasks, e.g. in 

a version of Passe-Partout Fontaine sells the keys to a gallery as an artwork, theoretically enabling 

the collector to steal art from it.119 In a work made for Art Basel Miami Beach 2009, Is freedom 

therapeutic?, Fontaine explored the proximity of the art market and psychopathology. Considering 

majority/minority gauges are essentially the basis of determining mental wellbeing/illness – i.e. 

'mad' people attribute disproportionate importance to such-and-such, which is consequently read as 

a pathology – how much of 'society' would find it psychologically 'normal' to buy contemporary 

art? Or: 'What is a shared reality in a world where people’s experiences are entirely conditioned by 

their level of income?'120 

                                                
117 Ibid. 
118 Ibid. 
119 Bart van der Heide, op. cit. 
120 Ibid. 
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Claire Fontaine, Change, 2005. Twelve 25-cent coins, steel box-cutter blades, solder and rivets. Image: Claire Fontaine 

and Galerie Neu, Berlin. 

 

This kind of interrogation of the art system and its authority from within seeks to 'perform an 

interruption of the usual perception', which they refer to as 'human strike': 'a refusal to perpetuate a 

behaviour that seems to be natural but actually creates a toxic dynamic.'121 Case in point: private 

property. In a recent exhibition at Air de Paris, titled No Family Life, Fontaine's introduction to the 

show comprised a text evoking the impoverishment of existence that private property and the 

resultant compartmentalised living instils, notably in cities such as Paris where the price on space is 

so high. 'We remember that our first home is our body and that its inhabitants are our thoughts and 

our loves. We remember that life doesn’t have a price, and the places where it happens mustn’t have 

one either.'122 Yet, Claire herself acknowledges that 'sometimes authority is also rooted in ourselves' 

and that this, too, must be confronted: 'we all need [private property] and we are all prisoners of 

it.'123  

 

Claire Fontaine understand that such confrontation exists within what is essentially a politically 

impotent situation, yet they still see the art world as the best locus for their questioning. Perhaps this 

is because contemporary art itself is understood as essentially a whole space of problematisation 

                                                
121 Anthony Huberman, op. cit. 
122 Claire Fontaine, press release for No Family Life, Air de Paris, 11 February to 19 March 2011 

(http://www.airdeparis.com/now_cf2011.htm accessed 30 April 2012). 
123 Bart van der Heide, op. cit. 
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and contradiction, of which both art and artists are products. Indeed, as Fontaine points out, the 

crisis of contemporary art seems to almost coincide with its field of action. How can one make art 

that confronts political realities, that is not merely derived from those very political realities (e.g. 

product of the market model)? Art historian Boris Groys clearly identifies this issue in his book Art 

Power,124 in which he begs the question: is political art now about producing politics or is politics 

now about producing art?125 

 

According to Huberman: 'making art can’t oppose or rebel or subvert the political condition of late 

capitalism, so [Claire Fontaine] presents herself as an artist on strike, a readymade subjectivity, a 

hole in the landscape through which a revolution might creep, arriving from elsewhere.' Fontaine 

herself reckons art is a way of 'staying awake' until something starts 'happening', until the moments 

of interruption welcome moments of revolution, at which point 'priorities automatically change'.126 

Conceivably these priorities would not concern art, at least not in its current incarnation – 'if we 

could get down to changing this state of things we wouldn’t make art.'127 So perhaps it is in the 

process of staying awake, of asking questions, of reflecting, of choosing to see the contradictions 

and probing them further, of making interruptions occur, of struggling; perhaps it is in all this that 

becoming autonomous has a sense. 

 

 

                                                
124 See Boris Groys, Art Power, The MIT Press 2008. In his introduction, Groys writes: 'to perceive the critique of 

commodification as the main or even unique goal of contemporary art is just to reaffirm the total power of the art 
market—even if this reaffirmation takes a form of critique.' (p. 6) 

125 Ibid. 'Today’s mainstream Western art also functions increasingly in the mode of ideological propaganda. This 
art is also made and exhibited for the masses, for those who do not necessarily wish to purchase it—indeed, the non 
buyers constitute the overwhelming and ever-increasing audience for art as it is regularly shown at the well-known 
international biennials, triennials, and so on. These exhibitions should not be mistaken for mere sites of self-
presentation and glorification of the values of the art market. Rather, they try time and again to both create and 
demonstrate a balance of power between contradictory art trends, aesthetic attitudes, and strategies of representation 
…' (p. 8-9) 

126 Anthony Huberman, op.cit. 
127 Claire Fontaine interviewed by John Kelsey, November 2006: 

http://www.clairefontaine.ws/pdf/jk_interview_eng.pdf (accessed 30 April 2012). 
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Claire Fontaine, France (burnt/unburnt), 2011, Air De Paris 
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B PART 

 

'Collaboration cannot be forced. It has to arise from shared goals, which more often than not have 

a sense of urgency … the most enduring and memorable collaborations are the small gestures of 

co-operation between friends. Such collaborators are drawn to work together like a magnetic force, 

clustering around a place or principle that drives the artist to forgo individualistic goals and 

participate in a shared field of endeavour.'128 

 

B.i. Everyone cannot be a friend 

 

Bearing in mind the theoretical formulations of autonomy sketched above, a consideration of how 

these concepts play out in practice is essential. Firstly, do autonomous art structures existing today 

correspond with the theoretical propositions? Can we see these tendencies upon observing the way 

artists themselves are dealing with questions of social critique, activism, resistance, recuperation 

and, of course, autonomy? What follows attempts to illustrate how the practices of some 

autonomous art structures are indicative of the tendencies manifest in theory. It also aims to show 

such art practices as themselves sites of myriad complexities, contradictions and conflicts, as is 

proper to the proposed autonomy itself. 

 

Having conducted short interviews as well as maintaining ongoing discussion with some 

independent art structures, I will address some examples of how artists, curators, writers, etc., are 

generating practices which are fluid, self-organised, non-hierarchical, often based on alternative 

notions of economy,129 and which uphold a strong Do-It-Yourself ethos that disapproves of – if not 

fully rejects – bureaucratic and administrative constriction (despite the latter's inevitable infiltration 

into life, whether explicitly or by a kind of osmosis). Key to these points is the idea of friendship 

and reciprocity, a currency based on knowledge exchange and the practice of shared thinking and 

acting, where time is of the highest value and is not something we are running against (like a 

                                                
128  Victoria Lynn, 'Introduction: New Models of Collaboration', in Scott McQuire & Nikos Papastergiadis (eds.), 

Empires, Ruins + Networks: the Transcultural Agenda in Art (Melbourne University Press 2005) 
129 Ideas around alternative economies were explored in a recent conference titled AMASS: Towards An Economy 

of the Commons, instigated by DOXA Collective (http://www.doxacollective.org/) and hosted by Chisenhale 
Gallery, London (16 April 2011), inspired in part by Marcel Mauss' notion of the gift, explored the idea of an 
economy not based on competition. AMASS included discussions from academic Stevphen Shukaitis, co-operative 
director Sion Whellens, publisher Eva Weinmayr, and writer Anthony Iles, among others. 
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competition), but are moving with and happily giving.130 All of this shall be elaborated throughout 

what follows.131 

 

These art groups function in ways comparable to Gene Ray's third autonomy model. They largely 

exist within the context of art to the extent that many involved may be graduates of art schools, 

teachers in art schools, may have art, curatorial or writing practices separate to their involvement 

with the art structure, are more or less involved in a certain art 'scene'132 and often, as a consequence 

of these factors, tend to be aware of the vocabulary that – when deftly employed – can get one 

respect and legitimation in more official domains. At the same time, these spaces are consciously 

trying to shift the ground on which contemporary art occurs and is received, the way it is interpreted 

and fed into the culture industry at large, and the terms in which relations between artists, curators, 

critics, etc., are played out. As we shall see, they aspire to a less rigid model of production and 

execution than their institutionalised counterparts. In this way, they move away from predefined 

modes of operation and in so doing open up possibilities wherein experiments in ways of 

presenting, distributing, and discussing art can be addressed. 

 

On a pre-emptive note and to clarify the present argument, the not entirely unfounded retort that 

these types of art groups are merely insular, sectarian, exclusive, or are 'preaching to the converted', 

should be acknowledged but assuaged. As should become clear, these groups don't seek to appeal to 

everyone – that is the point – but it doesn't mean that anyone might not be welcome. It does not hold 

that such groups are reproducing the hierarchical or patronising dynamics of those they seek to 

resist simply because the former's supposed exclusivity may alienate 'audiences'. For it is the very 

existence of difference, of disaccord, of the necessity of disjuncture and of the fact that everything is 

                                                
130 See Raqs Media Collective, 'Planktons in the Sea: A Few Questions Regarding the Qualities of Time', e-flux 

journal #27, September 2011(http://www.e-flux.com/journal/planktons-in-the-sea-a-few-questions-regarding-the-
qualities-of-time/ accessed 8 May 2012). In which the group outline beautifully the notion of 'the gift of time'. 

131 Though there is no space to go into extensive detail, Marcel Mauss' famous anthropological work is also useful 
here not only in terms of the gift but also his ideas of reciprocity and obligation, etc. See The Gift (trans. Ian 
Cunnison), The Norton Library 1967. Mauss writes: 'Once again we shall discover those motives of action still 
remembered by many societies and classes: the joy of giving in public, the delight in generous artistic expenditure, 
the pleasure of hospitality in the public or private feast. Social insurance, solitude in mutuality or co-operation, in 
the professional group and all those moral persons called Friendly Societies, are better than the mere personal 
security guaranteed by the nobleman to his tenant, better than the mean life afforded by the daily wage handed out 
by managements, and better even than the uncertainty of capitalist savings.' (p. 67).  

132 For an astute consideration of the art scene see Pascal Gielen's great essay 'Art Scene – Control Machine', Art 
and Activism in the Age of Globalization, NAi Publishers 2011, pp. 84-93. With tongue slightly in cheek, Gielen 
writes: 'it involves a work ethic in which work is always enjoyable – or should be; in which dynamism is boosted 
unconditionally by young talent; and in which commitment outstrips money. That is what determines the spirit of 
the artistic scene. If you try to rationalize this great, spontaneous desire and freedom to work (for instance, by means 
of rigid contracts or labour agreements), bureaucratize or reutilize it, you are in danger of letting the metaphorical 
creative genie out of the bottle, or rather suffocate it.' (p. 87-88) 
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not for everyone that must be celebrated. What could be more alienating, surely, than the 

condescending assumption that successful art is such that is appreciated by everyone (or at least by 

the most people), as tends to more and more be the case? And who decides this, anyway? It would 

seem that this mysterious 'for everyone' criterion of art's value (ringing with the tones of Slavoj 

Žižek's 'big Other') is precisely that which should be withdrawn, so that art can be justly anything to 

anyone, not exclusively but potentially. 

 

Sure the elitist argument is applicable when considering the complexities of these problematics, 

however it is arguably much more interesting to consider the fact that there really are people who 

want to engage with the potentials of art beyond the confines of the established art system, who 

want to create dynamic models that push for autonomy in the sense of being able to decide for 

themselves how they will operate (rather than having it decided for them); who seek to engage with 

their peers in mutually beneficial instead of competitive ways, who don't see the need to place 

themselves strictly within an art context but aim to operate in such a way that all categories feel a 

bit cumbersome once applied. It is these practices that will be in focus. 

 

 

Trust, Beyrouth 2010. Image: Eleanor Weber. 
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B.ii. Empathy and agency: The Barber Shop, Circular Facts 

 

The Barber Shop was established in 2009 in Lisbon, Portugal, by Margarida Mendes. It aims to be a 

platform for experimentation wherein curators and independent programmers can propose 

'ephemeral projects' to occur in the former barbershop space that Mendes runs independently. The 

space doesn't function like a gallery in the traditional sense, there aren't exhibitions per se and rarely 

are works installed, but rather serves as a meeting point for discussion, research, and debate to 

occur between agents sharing a similar desire to provoke 'a reflexive dialogue and the establishment 

of a local community of shared interests'.133 Essentially, the things that occur in The Barber Shop 

are events, temporal gatherings of like-minded and interested people who wish to use the context of 

art to approach various socio-political issues, gather to propose or flesh out theory, at times hear 

music and dance, or simply have a conversation. It is about experiencing art differently, seeing 

where it can go. As the website puts it, 'The Barber Shop aims the creation [sic] of debate between 

artistic praxis and research upon multiple contexts'.134 

 

In terms of the functioning of the space, Mendes has neither regular funding nor a strict 

organisational methodology; 'everything is fluid'.135 She largely does the day-to-day running of the 

space alone, although in 2011, while studying abroad, invited two curatorial fellows, artists Mariana 

Silva and Pedro Neves Marques, to act as 'physical agents' in the space; they were invited because 

of a 'continuity of interests' and because Mendes had worked with them on curatorial projects 

previously.136 We can see here the tendency for self-organised or 'small-scale' spaces to function 

interpersonally before bureaucratically, as touched on earlier by Alex Gawronski and as outlined by 

the Circular Facts group in a recent eponymous publication.137 

 

In these cases, it is more about the relation between those involved – about common affinities and 

ethics, which are nourished and developed over time in contact – than about the numbers of people 

the space might see pass through it or whether 'outcomes' are reached. In short: quality not quantity. 
                                                
133 See http://thisisthebarbershop.blogspot.com 'About' section (accessed 3 April 2012). 
134 Ibid.  
135 Margarida Mendes, in an email to the author, 7 March 2012. 
136 Ibid. 
137 Mai Abu ElDahab, Binna Choi, Emily Pethick, 'Circular Facts', in Abu ElDahab, Choi, Pethick (eds.) Circular 

Facts, Sternberg Press 2011. Circular Facts is a collaborative endeavour ('think tank and support structure') between 
three European contemporary art organizations: Casco – Office for Art, Design and Theory (Utrecht, NL), Objectif 
Exhibitions (Antwerp, BE) and The Showroom (London, UK). The editors explain: 'Our emphasis has been on 
finding non-bureaucratic ways of working together and pooling resources to realize a pragmatic and sustainable 
model for coproduction based on our common interest in creating a climate conducive to artistic creativity and 
criticality.' (p. 8) 
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These independent projects often have already-limited or, in the case of the state-funded Circular 

Facts organisations, diminishing appeal to funding bodies. This is because the 'neoliberal business 

model' of artistic and curatorial practice, towards which they are being steered in order to secure 

financial support, is precisely not the kind of art or arrangement such organisations desire to engage 

with.138 This double-bind is exactly what the Circular Facts platform was set up to investigate.  

 

While organisations like The Barber Shop don't generate fund-luring spectacle for a presumed 

cultural audience on any large scale, they leave room for a wealth of (self-generated) value to 

emerge for those involved and those who become involved, in the process of self-composing an 

artistic experience or environment. Crucial to this is, as Circular Facts highlight, the importance of 

'the rewarding personal relationships fostered throughout the project, which were a carefully 

considered and key element to its success'. This should be understood in the context of their project 

as a whole, which is inherently communal and 'open source'139, as a rejection of the dehumanising 

and de-singularising140 effect of bureaucratic entrenchment, which emerges as a feature of many of 

the structures being examined. 

 

The Circular Facts institution model is one which is naturally collective and is reticent 'towards 

claiming authorship and ownership', they embrace a self-reflective position even as members of the 

institution, particularly in regard to the expanded concept of research, a recurring theme amongst 

the structures in the present enquiry. The editors of Circular Facts make clear: the hesitation to 

claim intellectual property and the concurrent open source approach they undertake is a necessary 

'investigation into the impact of market-driven regulation of art, which stands very much against our 

understanding of independent practice.'141 As Mendes, too, maintains: 'I do not relate to the art 

market as a dealer myself, however, as a project space, I know I do generate a network of value, 

both for those who are my guest curators/artists and to the audience they get to establish contacts 

with. I know I am an important agent in the city of Lisbon. However given the political 

circumstances I do not expect much back from it.' 

 

                                                
138 Ibid. p. 5 
139 Abu ElDahab, Choi, Pethick, 'Smallness', Circular Facts, Sternberg Press 2011 (see pp. 89-90). 
140 See Félix Guattari, Chaosmosis, an Ethico-Aesthetic Paradigm, Power Publications 1995 (trans. Paul Brains 

and Julian Pefanis). Guattari writes: 'Among the fogs and miasmas which obscure our fin-de-millénaire, the question 
of subjectivity is now returning as a leitmotiv. It is not a natural given any more than air or water. How do we 
produce it, capture it, enrich it, and permanently reinvent it in a way that renders it compatible with Universes of 
mutant value? How do we work for its liberation, that is, for its re-singularization?' (p. 135) 

141 Abu ElDahab, Choi, Pethick, op. cit. p. 90  
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As elaborated above, this lack of official support does not mean such structures are inward-looking 

or exclusive, but more to the point highlights the level of impotence state-funded or corporate-

funded projects experience in terms of artistic freedom and the potentials for exploring new realms 

of practice and research, not to mention the unlikelihood of challenging content passing the funding 

test.142 This is especially the case in Portugal at the moment, as Mendes explains: 'It's just me. I am 

not registered. There is no such thing as government sponsoring in Portugal after the dissolution of 

the Ministry of Culture last year, and I was never supported by them, or even tried. I occasionally 

had some funding support from the Gulbenkian Foundation, Goethe Institute, OCA, a private 

collector. However most of the times this money is insufficient and I cover expenses myself.' We 

should not see this case as being unique to the situation in Portugal, however, for there are 

analogous situations arising in many countries.143  

 

In this climate, it doesn't take long to realise that what one's government is not providing can 

usually be provided without the government via the exchanges and self-organisation that occurs 

between people passionate about the ideas or practices in question (incidentally, there seems to be 

no reason in theory why this could not be applied to any field). The question, then, is not 'how do 

we get the governments to give us money' but perhaps 'what can we do ourselves, together, without 

needing money?' The answer, if we're willing to go there, is quite a lot. The following definition 

recently put forward by artist Céline Condorelli is pertinent in this respect and serves as a vital 

frame for thinking about the idea of relations being discussed: 

'Friendship is a fundamental aspect of personal support, a condition for doing things 

together; I'd like to address it as a specific model of relationship in the large question of 

how to live and work together – and autonomously – towards change, as a way to act in 

the world. Friendship, like support, is considered here as an essentially political 

relationship, one of allegiance and responsibility. Being a friend entails a commitment, a 

decision, and encompasses the implied positionings that any activity in culture entails … 

I really like and am drawn to the idea of living together and sharing acts and thoughts in 

                                                
142 As artist Nils Norman explains in an interview with Josephine Berry Slater & Anthony Iles in No Room To 

Move: Radical Art and the Regenerate City, Mute Books 2010. Regarding artist commissions for public art projects, 
Norman says: 'Most commissioning agencies I have worked with have tried to manipulate and control the outcome 
of the project if they don't like something. Public institutions increasingly reproduce the less desirable culture and 
identity of corporations … It makes that culture and environment less interesting to work in.' p. 99  

143 The Netherlands being a case in point, where €200 million in arts funding has been slashed by the conservative 
government, see 'Responses to the Recent Cuts to Arts Funding in the Netherlands', Fillip 14, Summer 2011, 
http://fillip.ca/content/responses-to-recent-dutch-arts-cuts (accessed 1 May 2012). But similar phenomena can be 
seen in the UK, France (see a recent letter distributed by the Tram network: http://www.tram-
idf.fr/alerte_avril_2012.html), Italy (http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-04-18/museum-starts-burns-artwork-in-anti-
cuts-protest/3956846), Germany, etc. 
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common, in a way that what is shared is not things, objects, property, qualities (being 

brothers, men, French, artists, or whatever) but an activity, a process of coexistence 

through doing and thinking. What this proposes is a process of association that remains 

open as to what or whom may partake in it.'144 

 

Mendes understands the 'autonomy ideal' primarily as the aim to 'self-regulate' one's practice, to 

generate 'a space where many things are possible' and where the structures and outcomes of the 

space are controlled directly by the those involved, rather than coming from above. There is a 

definite awareness of generating a practice that is outward-reaching to other scenes of art, yet also 

directly engaging with the terrain of the Lisbon art scene and bringing curators/artists to the city, 

creating links, and thus generating ongoing dialogue between those involved. 'I believe that in 

sharing my research interests I create a feedback loop that incites the emergence of new relations of 

content which consequently motivate the continuity of my practice'.145 That said, Mendes believes 

'everything is context specific' and thus autonomy per se doesn't exist. As she explained when I 

asked what she feels she gets out of her involvement in The Barber Shop: 'nothing in concrete, I just 

like to create a space where my research interests may be shared and discussed. Ultimately, I think I 

always intend to enlarge the spectrum of critical mass,146 which seems almost inexistent [sic] in 

Lisbon.' The idea of branching out from one's own research interests to include others in order to 

investigate them more profoundly and make them grow is recurrent in critical practices such as 

Mendes' and others to be explored. 

 

Consider The Barber Shop's Agência: Algumas Formas ao Alcance de Todas as Mãos program, 

which started in early 2011. Agência explores the concept of agency in contemporary society, 

borrowing their name from the title Portuguese painter Ângelo de Sousa gave to his drawings, 

which were 'made up of simple gestures, grammars for languages between bodies, capable of 

enactment by anyone, in their imaginary of equivalence and accessibility.' The Barber Shop 

'presuppose … that such passage from art to life choices and conditions can only take place under 

the principle of empathy and agency.'147 Thus it is with this principle that The Barber Shop invites 

and stages a series of talks from international artists, curators, theorists, activists, etc., who bring to 

the program perspectives that interacts with the frame The Barber Shop has provided.  

                                                
144 Céline Condorelli, Mousse magazine #32, February/March 2012, pp. 222-227 (my emphasis). 
145 Mendes, ibid. 
146 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_mass_%28sociodynamics%29 for more information on critical mass 

theory (accessed 4 April 2012) 
147 See The Barber Shop website: http://thisisthebarbershop.blogspot.com (accessed 7 May 2012). 
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Poster from The Barber Shops’ Agência II program. Image: http://thisisthebarbershop.blogspot.com. 

 

The Agência discussion for 2012 is around 'themes such as the public mediation of intellectual 

property, the exemplarity of the debate on its jurisdiction beyond the virtual, as well as the intrusion 

of finance into daily life.'148 Writer, musician and filmmaker, Benedict Seymour's presentation, 

'Shorter Circuits: Finance, Feedback, and Culture in the second wave of the Crisis',149 examines a 

different but interrelated feedback loop, namely that produced when proposed solutions to financial 

crisis (e.g. austerity) in fact redouble and 'release new conflicts and problems for the system', 

resulting in the concomitant 'repression' of populations. Seymour frames this discussion with his 

meditations on what political practice is today, considering what he calls the 'exhaustion of the 

(formal) political process (protests, strikes, etc.)' and the role cybernetic social media plays 

therein.150 

                                                
148 Ibid. 
149 This discussion is related to an earlier text of Seymour's titled 'Short Circuits: Finance, Feedback and Culture', 

Art & Education Papers, http://www.artandeducation.net/paper/short-circuits-finance-feedback-and-culture/ 
(accessed 3 May 2012). 

150 http://thisisthebarbershop.blogspot.com 
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The Agência program, like a lot of what The Barber Shop does, should not be considered an 'art 

work' per se but rather a constant enquiry into what art might be; an investigation of the 

problematics that are stimulating cultural practitioners today. Most vitally, this occurs through 

posing questions, seeking resolutions via group discussions in which the proposition is not 'to 

address the totality' but to attempt to understand through debate. A real sphere of debate, where 

subjects themselves perform a politics (which corresponds in Arendtian terms to the sphere of 

action151) is remarkably rare in our society. The Barber Shop's and specifically Agência's initiative 

to compose itself through 'collective discussion' and thus in relation with others, uncovers a crucial 

step in the process of autonomy. 

 

 

Jump-Cut: Dialectic Dreams, organised by Caterina Riva at The Barber Shop, 18 Februrary 2011. Image: 

http://thisisthebarbershop.blogspot.com. 

 

B.iii. Thinking from Sydney 

 

Sydney's reputation would seem largely derived from its acclaimed physical beauty and the fact that 

it is one of the world's most expensive cities to live in.152 But what does such a reputation mean for 

independent art practices attempting to function in ways not centred on purely aesthetic or 

commercial aims?  

                                                
151 Arendt, The Human Condition, op. cit. 
152 Ranked seventh in The Economist Intelligence Unit's 'World's 10 most expensive cities' list  

(http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/about-town/think-sydney-is-expensive-youre-right-20120214-1t3jl.html 
accessed 17 April 2012) 
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Here the focus turns to two contemporary art spaces in Sydney's Inner West, the Institute of 

Contemporary Art Newtown (ICAN) in Camperdown, and 55 Sydenham Rd Marrickville NSW 

2204 AU in Marrickville. Both spaces are run by a group of artists who are also working as curators 

and writers. I have undertaken conversation with Iakovos Amperidis of 55 Sydenham Rd and Alex 

Gawronski of ICAN in the hope of illuminating some of the thinking behind their practices and the 

artistic frameworks they are hoping to generate in a city often devoid of really critical platforms and 

where even the well-oiled model of Artist-Run Initiatives (ARIs)153 is subject to scrutiny, as 

Gawronski highlights:  

'at some point to see that, along with the gradual then suddenly rampant, gentrification of 

the inner city, artist spaces began taking on the most ludicrous and unnecessary 

bureaucratic baggage and that this was often attended by their aping the look, jargon and 

aspirations of 'real' spaces, i.e. commercial and government ones. And really what is the 

point of doing this when as a self-initiated entity, competition of this kind is delusional 

both because actually there is no competition and why would you want it?'154 

 

A pertinent point from which to embark. Gawronski notes that the shift he has seen in Sydney 

(having co-directed four artist spaces) is one from art spaces ('or whatever anyone wants to call 

them') being primarily concerned with the possibilities of art, towards a situation where they are 

more concerned with possibilities for careers.  

 

As an aside, I would argue that this shifting terrain is reflected, too, in the changing role of the 

curator who morphs more and more into her or his own creative (career) entity. This is visible in the 

abundance of books on 'the curatorial' that have appeared in recent years155; in the shift from 

                                                
153 In an interview for Paper Visual Art Journal, Iakovis Amperidis rejects the unquestioned assumptions about 

what an 'ARI' is or can be, notably regards the idea that such spaces are for 'emerging' practices, which presumes 
that after 'emergence' the next level must be officially legitimated/limited practice. He explains: 'There’s a very 
strong aversion on our part towards the standard ARI … model in circulation both locally and internationally and 
with that a deliberate effort to reform and reclaim the idea of what an artist run space is … 55 Sydenham Rd … has 
no interest in ‘emerging’ art practices, none. The very concept of emerging and established presupposes a 
readymade ARI model and artistic vocation that we choose not to invest in. These seemingly innocent categories 
propagated by artists and arts professionals are not without consequence. If they remain uncontested, artists and their 
support structures willingly honour hierarchy … and competitiveness above and over all else, reducing art to 
nothing but a campaign prop.' See http://papervisualart.com/?page_id=4721 (accessed 17 April 2012). 

154 Alex Gawronski, email to the author, 7 March 2012 
155 See the monograph-esque book Selected Maria Lind Writing, Sternberg Press 2010, which comprises 

important texts from the well-known Swedish curator. Magazines such as The Exhibitionist, cura., 
ONCURATING.org, and Mousse magazine's 'Ten Fundamental Questions of Curating' series are all good examples 
of the prevalence of this discourse. 
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curating as a niche area of study in Museum Studies departments to the subject taking the spotlight 

via numerous new MA, MFA and PhD Curating courses156; in the plethora of 'curated by' by-lines 

we see on exhibition flyers, etc. (One cheekily wonders what the ideal artist to curator ratio might 

be to optimise career potentials for both.) More seriously, it could be argued that, considering these 

conditions, it becomes less about the works within an exhibition or event and more about the 

curator's concept, for which appropriate works must be found or made.157 This point is not moot if 

one considers it in terms of the rise in careerism and self-promotion identified by both Gawronski 

and Amperidis,158 and certainly the general professionalisation of so-called 'creative' endeavours as 

lauded by neoliberal agendas everywhere.159 This is not to denounce the curator but simply to signal 

evidence of this particularly individualist/careerist tendency as being in fact symptomatic of the art 

world at large. 

                                                
156 See Goldsmiths University of London's two-year Master of Fine Arts Curating degree, 

http://www.gold.ac.uk/pg/mfa-curating/ accessed 17 April 2012). Or the joint venture between the University of 
Reading (UK) and Zurich University of the Arts, 'offering a new doctoral program for research in and as curatorial 
and/or artistic practice' (http://www.reading.ac.uk/art/pg-research/art-postgraduate-rsearch-zurich-phd.aspx accessed 
3 May 2012). These are just two examples among many. 

157 See artist Nada Prlja's essay 'The mimicry of artistic practices in not a novelty – why art institutions still lack a 
method to support this phenomenon?', Art & Education Papers, for interesting comment on the current role of the 
curator from an artist's perspective. (http://www.artandeducation.net/paper/the-mimicry-of-artistic-practices-in-not-
a-novelty-why-art-institutions-still-lack-a-method-to-support-this-phenomenon/ accessed 17 April 2012) 

158 Amperidis, Paper Visual Art Journal, op. cit. He writes: 'It became apparent that the obstacle to re-imagining 
art was less about the type of art to be made, lack of opportunities, support or the constraints of the white cube, but 
rather with the protocol that informs all contemporary art production and reception; self-promotion.' 

159 It is astounding how often the word 'creative' is linked with financial pursuits. Just one example is a piece of 
'journalism' from Philip Hopkins, titled 'Business hub enticing creative types', The Sydney Morning Herald, 25 April 
2012 (http://www.smh.com.au/business/property/business-hub-enticing-creative-types-20120424-1xj94.html 
accessed 7 May 2012). 
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55 Sydenham Rd’s ARI Peripheral Strategies. Image: Iakovos Amperidis. 
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B.iii.1. Anonymity 

 

55 Sydenham Rd initially started out with the intention of being a more or less anonymous space, 

where the names of artists would not be used, the exhibitions would not have titles and the gallery 

itself would go solely by its address. Only the dates of a show would be included and the posters 

would be void of images. Amperidis explains that 'in the absence of names and self-reference, 

power is conferred onto context, content and form.' This tactic aimed to minimise the idea of 

individual authorship, thereby effacing the whole economy of value that goes with the cult of 

personality via the primacy of identity-politics. It suggests that in so doing we may attain a better 

view of what is really going on in art spaces by exposing some of the power-structures and 

ideological realities behind why certain art is visible. This move begs the question: does it matter, 

for example, whether a painting is signed 'Pollock', or whether an installation is made by Joseph 

Beuys? And if so, why? 

'What is performed in pursuit of individual success is a disavowal of art as a material 

force in its own right and the potential for collective agency among artists and arts 

professionals. To invoke anonymity will therefore seem to many as self-defeating, given 

that the cult of personality is now the most endorsed ideological movement in 

contemporary art … This is perhaps where without comes to mind; there’s a lot art could 

do without. It could do without the smokescreen of misinformation we receive through 

the media about contemporary art, its support structures and its prescribed roles for art 

and artists as individualized commodities. Without these ideologies to hide behind, we 

move closer to an alliance with the mysterious force of art. This is the void we 

encounter.'160 

 

Anonymity is a radical statement in an art world obsessed with the name and the authority it 

supposedly brings to a work of art161; the whole art system rides on a canon of names. Removing or 

obscuring that authority fundamentally questions the basis upon which art is received and valorised. 

In a recent article for frieze magazine, art historian Tom Holert discusses the idea of anonymity and 

its effects both psychologically and politically. He uses the iconography of the face to link 

anonymity with the shifting terrain of protest and political art over the last fifty years, questioning 

                                                
160 Amperidis, ibid. 
161 Jan Verwoert's analysis of Joseph Beuys' simultaneous construction and deconstruction of an 'aura of authority' 

(i.e. his own) is interesting in this respect, see 'The Boss: On the Unresolved Question of Authority in Joseph Beuys’ 
Oeuvre and Public Image', e-flux journal #1, December 2008 http://www.e-flux.com/journal/the-boss-on-the-
unresolved-question-of-authority-in-joseph-beuys%E2%80%99-oeuvre-and-public-image/ accessed 18 April 2012) 
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what ends facial and nominal identity really serve through a comparison of present uses of 

anonymity (like that of the amorphous group Anonymous162) with earlier such critiques (like those 

of artist Öyvind Fahlström in the 1960s, which commented on 'just how interchangeable the 

facework of politicians and entertainers had become in the age of mass media').163  

 

 

Occupy Wall Street poster, 2011. Image: Shepard Fairey. 

 

Holert's thesis is that contemporary struggles globally are tending to move away from the facial 

iconography of the leader (think images of Che Guevara, Chairman Mao, der Führer, Barack 

Obama, etc.) and all the implications they bring of quasi-religious ideas of a saviour, the cult of 

personality, individualism, and of – by extension – so-called representative democracy. Instead, 

Holert argues the images of contemporary politics tend to show 'communities of unknown faces' 

such as those on Facebook, Twitter and protest blogs: 'today’s revolutionaries have turned to 

strategies of image-smearing and leader-less anonymity'.164 The omnipresent Guy Fawkes mask 

sported by many contemporary protestors (e.g. those of the Occupy movement) comes to mind in its 

evocation at once of the potential for collective power in anonymity and of the possibilities that 

enables for challenging dominant power-structures based on identification. 
                                                
162 For more information on Anonymous, visit: http://anonnews.org/. An example of their videos can be seen here: 

http://youtu.be/HrXyLrTRXso (both hyperlinks accessed 3 May 2012). 
163 Tom Holert, 'Face/Off', frieze Issue 146, April 2012, http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/face-off/ accessed 18 

April 2012. 
164 Holert, Ibid. 
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The position of anonymity, then, does not represent a lack of courage because of unwillingness to 

put your name (or face) behind something. Rather it exposes the cowardice inherent to power 

structures that rely on atomising identity politics (whether class, gender, race, religion, sexuality, 

nationality, etc.) to set the stakes, to define who has the right to speak and how, to pit groups against 

each other (remember Deleuze’s definition of a 'good group'), and to demand that integrity is 

predicated on one's 'true identity'. Anonymity as a tactic – in art as in anything – represents a 

movement toward solidarity, shared life and resistance to imposed categories of existence and 

praxis. It negates the status quo of personality and individualism; it recomposes life through the 

rubric of experience as value, undermining prescribed models of legitimation and the correspondent 

notion of authority. In this sense it strives for autonomy. 

 

B.iii.2. Quasi-autonomy or 'the gallery makes no profit whatsoever'165 

 

As identified earlier in this thesis, autonomy cannot be taken in the sense of being outside or 

protected from the social forces of which it is product. Alex Gawronski identifies this clearly in his 

formulation of ICAN's position of, as he calls it, 'quasi-autonomy': 

'… autonomy is a difficult concept as far as it tends to presume an absolute outside 

which in reality could be paradoxically isolationist, formalist and narcissistic ... in 

terms of the way we operate, ICAN is self-directed and almost wholly free of the kinds 

of imperatives and interests that both drive and constrain government institutions and 

commercial galleries. Nonetheless, if we are ‘quasi-autonomous’ it is because (whether 

we like it or not) it is impossible in an art context to wholly escape the ‘institution of 

art’. Obviously this is a huge question and I myself have no issue with ‘art’ as an 

institution unless it promotes an absence of critical self-awareness or, as is more often 

the case today, appears to merely foster the creation of ‘cute’, overly aestheticised 

artefacts produced for the market place.'166 

 

Gawronski assures that ICAN are certainly not against the idea of working with 'official' institutions 

or showing artists represented by commercial galleries, provided they 'are not forced into a 

compromised position by being expected to fulfil conditions imposed on [them] by such bodies'. 

Thus it could be said that ICAN want to maintain a certain autonomy from, whilst acknowledging 

                                                
165 Gawronski, email to the author, 4 March 2012. 
166 Ibid. 
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the role of, larger or more 'official' institutions or galleries with commercial aims. This stance also 

realises that there is not a distinct demarcation between (empty) signifiers like 'commercial' and 

'non-commercial' or 'official' and 'unofficial', but that these categories are porous and indefinite. 

Nonetheless, as Gawronski says, 'the issue of autonomy is wilfully toyed with in the name ICAN. 

The name was a very deliberate gesture in ironically appropriating the aura of ‘serious’ terminology 

that surrounds most ‘real’ institutions while at the same time gesturing to their apposite.'167 

 

Though they always maintain a healthy sense of irony, and enjoy 'being able at times to consciously 

indulge the absurd and ridiculous collectively', ICAN do take their endeavour seriously. ICAN is an 

art space consciously trying to challenge dominant modes of exhibiting art through their move to 

'de-invest an emphasis on commercial outcomes in favour of spatial, temporal and propositional 

exhibitions'. This isn't to say that what they do is totally devoid of aesthetic objects and images, nor 

even that they denounce relatively traditional exhibition formats (i.e. the ICAN space is a small 

white room). It is rather that the ideas behind what manifests physically are informed by a particular 

ethic that works against the market imperatives dominating art practice: 'In no circumstances 

however is such work presented as collections of commodities to be purchased. We never 

accompany any exhibition with commercial marketing and we never include such crass and 

reductive accompaniments as price lists …'168 

 

This is not to say Gawronski and ICAN are necessarily against artists being involved in the 

commercial sector, rather their critique is of a system that renders the options for operating 

otherwise to a market-model increasingly limited. What they are really against is the fact the 

commercial model of art has come to be seen as a given and thus goes largely unquestioned.  

'If the commercial system were primarily concerned with fairly assisting artists to 

continue practicing through the sale of work, where artists were paid non-fetishistically 

for their labour, I would have less of an issue with it. Given though that only a tiny 

percentage of artists in commercial galleries in this country a) sell any appreciable 

amount of work or b) actually live off their art only reiterates the symbolic dimension 

of commercial galleries, their neo-liberal emphasising of the pervasive ‘glamour of 

capital’.'169 

 

                                                
167 Ibid. 
168 Ibid. 
169 Ibid. 
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Essential to this position is the idea of risk. Art that is prepared to put something on the line; 

courageous art that does not merely pander 'populistically to the entrenched art world ‘powers that 

be'.' Art must take risks, even to the extent of agonism for, if not, what really is the point of art and 

culture? The answer can only be: profit. Art infused with the dogma of careerism can only ever look 

like careerist art, because it is more important to impress the 'right' galleries, collectors and curators 

than to do something new artistically or challenge the way society thinks of art. This is arguably the 

case in Australia, suggests Gawronski, where 'opportunities for 'wider exposure' … are pretty scarce 

and few people seemingly want to say or do anything that might 'narrow' their professional 

possibilities.'170 This is why practices such as ICAN and 55 Sydenham Rd's are vital: they keep the 

doors of what is possible open (or at least ajar, against what seems ever-mounting conformist 

pressure) so that the potentials of operating, thinking, engaging and interrelating amongst art 

workers and societal forces are all constantly in a process of composition and recomposition. It is 

this gap in the door that must be kept open – widened – and interrogated. 

 

As Gawronski would suggest, echoing Berardi's notions of our narrow sense of wealth, the value of 

art has almost solely become about its monetary value: 'Such value … is essentially ambiguous and 

unstable but pretends in all instances to be ‘naturally’ incontestable. As a result, I think there need 

to be ways of working culturally where commercial codes are consciously de-valued and absented.' 

In other words, just like money, the worth of art is almost wholly symbolic. Marx might call this 

spectral, his post-structuralist critics might call it 'an affect, a lifestyle', linking value intrinsically to 

biopolitics.171 Either way, whether we read value as a question of a commodity's 'mystery' (read: 

abstraction from status as 'products of labour'172) or as a biopolitical 'experience' (commodities as 

'relations of forces', dictating ways of being, 'producing society'173) the fact remains that as long as 

we believe such-and-such piece of plastic is worth x dollars, it is. The real question, then, might be 

what is upholding our belief? Gawronski suggests: 

'As the only ‘validating’ contemporary ‘reality’ most artists clamour for commercial 

recognition unconsciously believing that symbolic association with capital will 

simultaneously prove the indisputable cultural worth of their production. Of course, in 

making art there are no guarantees especially if the aforementioned art questions the 

system’s dominant frameworks which are habitually regressively fixated on ‘new’ 

                                                
170 Ibid. 
171 Katja Diefenbach, 'The Spectral From of Value: Ghost-Things and Relations of Forces', in Simon Sheikh (ed.), 

Capital (It Fails Us Now), b_books 2006 
172 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, Volume One, 1867, 

http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1867-c1/ (accessed 22 April 2012) 
173 Diefenbach, op. cit. p. 148 
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‘fashions’ and ‘trends’. The interaction between an artist and his/her peers should be 

their predominant guarantee.' 

 

What does it mean, then, for a practice to be based on the interaction between peers, the validation 

of work for self-determined means and outcomes rather than for the sake of official legitimation? 

Isn't this what all art is about already, trying to 'push boundaries' and 'question the status quo'? 

Maybe. But the constantly expressed desire for 'self-determination', 'self-direction', 

'egalitarianism',174 from those involved in self-organised art production and discourse seems to 

attest otherwise. What is lacking in the official art world that would make agents want to exist, not 

necessarily entirely 'outside' (which probably isn't possible) but 'alongside'175 it – somehow 

differently to it – if not for that world's inherent conformism?176 Perhaps artist and curator Iakovos 

Amperidis has a hint: 

'It seems the artists take the flack when their propositions fall flat of the reform they 

aspire to. But what of the lethargy of institutions that only superficially get behind the 

critiques they purport to stand for? Isn’t this the real failure? The institution’s failure 

creates a disjunction between context and art, a rift that belies the fact that if they 

absorbed the propositions more than superficially, both artist and art space could create 

enormous changes.'177 

 

                                                
174 Alex Gawronski (ICAN), Rozsa Farkas (Arcadia_Missa) and Kenzee Patterson, (Locksmith) respectively. 
175 Marialaura Ghidini of or-bits.com in an email to the author, 7 April 2012 
176 See Adorno, The Culture Industry, op. cit.: 'The concepts of order which [the culture industry] hammers into 

human beings are always those of the status quo … It proclaims: you shall conform, without instruction as to what; 
conform to that which exists anyway, and to that which everyone thinks anyway as a reflex of its power and 
omnipresence. The power of the culture industry’s ideology is such that conformity has replaced consciousness.' 
(p.104) 

177 Amperidis, op. cit. 
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ICAN ad #2 for ‘Column 3’, Artspace Sydney 2009. Image: http://icanart.wordpress.com.  

 

B.iv. Don't wait, act now! The internet and the internship 

 

or-bits.com is an online curatorial project conceived and founded by curator Marialaura Ghidini in 

2009. Having graduated from her MA Curating course, Ghidini became somewhat disillusioned by 

the endless job applications, job rejections, money pressures, etc., when seeking a job doing what 

she's qualified to do. As a response she decided just to do it herself, without resting in the pre-

existing frames of career-legitimation, and thus or-bits.com was born.  
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Carrot Workers Collective, Mapping Your Working Life, 2011. Image: http://carrotworkers.wordpress.com.  

 

As a brief diversion, it is worth noting that many arts graduates find themselves in this precarious 

situation when it comes to finding work. In an over-saturated and highly competitive industry, the 

'carrot' is always hanging just out of the reach of innumerable recent and not-so-recent graduates, 

who can be told they are over-qualified, have too much experience, too much education, are too 

eloquent or too intelligent (according to their potential employers, at least) to get the jobs for which 

they desperately, even at times degradingly, must apply.178 Consequently, these same people may 

find themselves in the situation of competing for unpaid internships or voluntary posts that they 

hope might one day, eventually, aid them in scoring the job they think they've always wanted.179 

                                                
178 Artists Pauline Boudry and Renate Lorenz's piece Normal Work (2007) wonderfully depicts this phenomenon 

through the character Hannah Cullwick, who is seen, at the end of the video, in a job interview to be a 'carrier' 
(lifter) of some sort. She eventually lets slip that she has an MA and has done some teaching in universities but 
assures she can also do heavy lifting if that's what's needed. Hannah explains: 'I worked as an assistant in a library 
and I also worked as a teaching assistant at some point. And I gave flyers out to people in car... parking lots. Things 
like that. I cleaned the floors in a dance studio every day. I worked as a bouncer, I worked as a kind of a professor. 
And I am strong: I think I could do heavy things like carrying luggage in train stations or in airports. And I also 
maybe want to work in a moving company, to move furniture around. But I still would like to work as a professor in 
academia and teach. I also have like a master‘s degree in art and whatever. I just thought, I would do what comes 
first, carrying or teaching.' See http://www.boudry-lorenz.de/normal-work/ for more information (accessed 21 April 
2012). 

179 For information on this situation, see the Carrot Workers' Collective's brilliant publication, Surviving 
Internships: A Counter Guide to Free Labour in the Arts, Hato Press 2011, available for download at 
http://carrotworkers.wordpress.com/counter-internship-guide/ (accessed 21 April 2012). 
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Hence the carrot, or 'the internship without end'.180 Or what Gregory Sholette would say constitutes 

part of the 'dark matter' of the art world.181 Perhaps ironically, even cruelly, if attained, such jobs or 

legitimised status' often turn out to be exactly the thing the applicant didn't want: stifling repetition 

and endless bureaucracy.182 So back to or-bits.com, where bureaucracy seems to be largely avoided 

via the site's independence from funding or marketing bodies. Ghidini outlines her reasons for 

starting the website thus: 

'I could not wait for anything happen, and that is why I decided to start or-bits.com. Why 

it is [sic] online? For a combination of things: my interests in transformative sites and 

modes of display … the immediacy and flexibility of an online platform, the fact that you 

reach out to everyone without obvious geographical boundaries, such as travel, the 

'apparent' simplicity of getting it started – although the actual part of getting it running and 

going turned out to be more complex and multifaceted than what I was expecting. I did 

start as an amateur in the literal sense of the word.' 

 

This takes us back to the notion of DIY or self-organisation, also suggesting a move towards self-

education, of skilling oneself rather than relying on traditional knowledge bodies to impart their 

wisdom (which usually comes with a sweet fee).183 It is about 'working on making your thoughts 

real things, transforming ideas into action, without waiting for someone or an institution to give you 

the opportunity to do so on a golden plate.'184 The way Ghidini's or-bits.com project would manifest 

could not have been envisioned or produced except in the process of doing it, of learning how to 

make the website work, of forging connections, of making the attempt. In this sense it is a process 

of constant development, which is moving into different stages as it realises itself.  

                                                
180 Carrot Workers' Collective, 'Free Labour, Enforced Education and Precarity: an initial reflection', 2009, 

http://carrotworkers.wordpress.com/on-free-labour/ (accessed 21 April 2012). 
181 Sholette, op. cit. 
182 Former members of Sydney's no longer extant Locksmith Project Space, Kenzee Patterson and Yasmin Smith, 

both separately pointed to the increasing bureaucracy that the collective had to deal with once they became a 
'legitimate' ARI as one of the main reasons for their cessation. As Patterson explains in an email to the author, 13 
March 2012: 'For a while the weekly meetings were a lot of fun, but the drudgery of grant applications, acquittals 
and minutes-taking wore out a lot of our enthusiasm. In some ways I wish that we had stayed illegitimate instead of 
becoming a legal entity, but there is no way we could have made our publications without [government] funding.' 

183 Initiatives such as The Public School (http://thepublicschool.org), established in Los Angeles but now spread 
globally, as well as self-organised universities such as Copenhagen Free University (now rendered defunct due to 
changes in Danish legislation: http://copenhagenfreeuniversity.dk/) or the Social Science Centre, Lincoln 
(http://socialsciencecentre.org.uk) are examples of attempts to de-hierarchise and de-financialise (art) education. 
(Both sites accessed 22 April 2012.) 

184 Ghidini, email to the author 7 April 2012. 
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Screen-grab of Stefano Calligaro & Pond & Karin Hueber’s work for or-bits.com’s ‘Informal’ programme, 2012. 

Image: http://www.or-bits.com.  

 

or-bits.com presents three curated programs a year, each program has a theme – for which an 

extended text is written by Ghidini or with collaborators – and includes works by artists operating 

in diverse media. Ghidini works independently, with a web designer, inviting artists to be involved 

and begin a discussion around the theme of the program. A dialogue occurs between curator, web-

designer and artist as to how best present works that are not necessarily 'internet art' but for which 

the internet is the platform of their realisation. This raises a series of questions around whether the 

art work would thus be different in the 'real world' space of a gallery, how its experience is 

mediated via the surfer's web-habits, patience levels, tab-flicking tendencies, etc., whether an online 

exhibition is as legitimate as an exhibition in a physical space, and if such distinctions remain 

relevant in a time of the virtualisation of everything. In terms of accessibility and the potential for 

wide access, the internet poses obvious advantages for curatorial and artistic practices wanting to 

experiment with new kinds of work, especially as the or-bits.com programs do not have set 

'exhibition dates' but, once launched, in theory last as long as the site itself does. In addition, or-

bits.com functions without funding so need not direct itself towards the box-ticking required by 

such bodies. 

 

Although Ghidini says she is not interested in the art market, has 'probably been operating outside 
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the established art system, or alongside it, and [has] never made a real effort to be part of it with 

[her] curatorial projects', she still does not see her project as properly autonomous because, though 

or-bits.com does not exist within the official art system explicitly, it could not exist without it. 

Many involved went to art school, some artists are represented by commercial galleries, or have 

been exhibited in state-funded institutions; and the site is part of an informal network of similarly 

minded organisations who likewise are linked directly or indirectly with the official art system.  

 

Importantly, moreover, it is the discourse and critical framework of that same system that inevitably 

provides a certain context – even if an antagonistic one – which or-bits.com and similar projects 

may in turns 'embrace or question' through their activities. This entails the acknowledgment of that 

system in order to know what there is and move in different directions, producing what Gawronski 

calls 'agonism185' and Ghidini calls 'battles'; modes of working in relation to existent models that 

allow interesting, challenging, different forms to emerge. However you phrase it, the point is that 

without conflict, without resistance to the status quo, all one gets is more of the same. What Adorno 

would call the 'selfsameness' or the 'eversame' produced by the culture industry.186 The culture 

industry/art system must continually ask itself: is all we want more of the same in a different dress? 

Ghidini affirms her belief that 'variety causes clashes, clashes cause 'battles', and with difference 

and 'fighting for what you believe' amazing unpredictable things can happen.'187 

 

B.v. Two examples from London 

 

Turning our attention to the complexities of the United Kingdom's biggest city and one of the 

Earth's financial epicentres, how are practitioners in London navigating their way amongst the 

interlinked poles of big business, rampant gentrification, booming art scene(s), ever-more tertiary 

art courses (and ever-higher fees), and the promotion of seemingly boundless creative energy?188 

Two recent examples of art structures who are engaging critically with the city and who function in 

a DIY, self-organised manner, are The Haircut Before the Party (THCBTP), a nomadic collective, 

and Arcadia_Missa, a gallery, studio, and event space in Peckham, South London. Both structures 
                                                
185 Alex Gawronski, We Are Here symposium, op. cit. Gawronski concluded: 'Artist-directed culture should also 

be agonistic by definition. This means it should be prepared to stake something, a particular view of art and its 
contemporary role, at the expense of a vision of culture that sees only entrenched hierarchies or undifferentiated 
sameness.' 

186 For example, Adorno writes in chapter 6, op. cit.: 'The repetitiveness, the selfsameness, and the ubiquity of 
modern mass culture tend to make for automatized reactions and to weaken the forces of individual resistance.' 
(p.160) 

187  Ghidini, email to the author 7 April 2012. 
188 Josephine Berry Slater and Anthony Iles' book No Room To Move, op. cit., treats these questions and more. 
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are good examples of how practitioners are taking the initiative to create the spaces of art that they 

want to see rather than simply following the already-delineated, pre-legitimised strata of creative 

practice. Each in their own way, THCBTP and Arcadia_Missa are examples of the autonomy being 

put forward, though both problematise any automatic application of the term, suggesting that the 

work they do is indeed 'a process without end'. 

 

B.v.1. This is not a competition 

 

When asked what she hoped to achieve with the art structure, one of the directors of Arcadia_Missa, 

Rozsa Farkas, explained: 

'Having a hope/achievement [sic] for something can set up limitations as it could be 

counteractive to an exploratory project, it also means you would often fashion your goals 

on those which are considered ‘successes’ in existing forms, so this in turn could stifle 

progression. It also creates a risk of being governed by individual and economical success. 

I also think that it means that you conceptualise an end point, and with creative practices I 

don’t think there is ever a true end point, good creative practices are investigatory, and you 

have pauses where you may feel an epiphany has occurred, but this is fuel to continue or 

expand, or go off in another direction of investigation. I think that of course everyone has 

hopes for their project(s), but the best hope I can have is for the project to expand and be 

allowed to follow whatever new paths arise … '189 

 

Bearing this in mind, it makes sense that the Arcadia_Missa project spans exhibition, publication, 

events, studios, symposia and more. Farkas explains that Arcadia_Missa was born out of a desire to 

continue some of the collaborative projects which emerged amongst peers during the Bachelor of 

Fine Arts course she did, though, tellingly, these projects 'weren't actually part of the course' itself. 

These experiences encouraged Farkas to consider alternative options for continuing her learning and 

practice 'post-institution, outside of the traditional MA structure'. This resulted in their embarkation 

on the Arcadia_Missa project, for Farkas an example of a 'post-institution', a space for collective 

education through independent art practice.190 

 

Similar to Mendes approach to The Barber Shop, Arcadia_Missa claim that 'fluidity is integral' to 
                                                
189 Rozsa Farkas, in an email to the author, 28 February 2012 
190 Ibid. 
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the composition of the group, they are always open to new contributors: 'all projects are born out of 

a collaborative process with other persons and groups 'outside' of Arcadia_Missa'. As a result of this 

process, new relationships and networks are formed, creating a kind of reciprocal dynamic as 

people become involved in various ways, renouncing competition in favour of a linking up to other 

projects and agents, generating benefit for all involved. Farkas describes this as 'adding to the 

creation of a likeminded cultural hub', where they are certainly not striving to 'climb a ladder and 

'beat' those testing out similar forms'. As she elaborates: 

'In this sense, we are perhaps enacting a process of communisation, which, although it is 

not a direct attack on art markets, by virtue of it working in the opposite way (to an art 

market) it is opposing them. As there is no financial exchange between the people and 

groups we work with, we increasingly find that a knowledge/skill exchange is the 

currency in which we are able to collaborate.'191 

 

This currency based on the exchange of knowledge, skills, experience and interest is one of the 

recurring features of autonomous art structures. Take the Arcadia_Missa's self-published magazine, 

How To Sleep Faster, a periodical made in the spirit of mutual interest, with contributors writing for 

it not for financial motives but because they want to be involved in a relation of mutual support and 

inquiry that opens further possibilities for all. These kind of projects and the relations they foster are 

such that people can research and share interests via DIY platforms without needing to attain a 

particular status that gives them the right to speak. No matter how one frames it – friendship, 

solidarity, generosity, networking, opportunism192 – it appears that this dynamic, this 'process of 

communisation' in Farkas' words (clearly not in the sense of historical Communism), is the defining 

feature – if one exists – of those art practices aiming to chart new paths concerning what art might 

be, how it might function, how it should be enacted, and using what forms of organisation. 

 

                                                
191 Ibid. 
192 Pascal Gielen's talk for The New School/European Graduate School, 'Michael Hardt and Pascal Gielen. Art, 

Freedom and Democracy', 26 October 2010, discusses the notion of opportunism very interestingly for this context:  
http://www.egs.edu/faculty/michael-hardt/videos/art-freedom-and-democracy/ (accessed 23 April 2012). 
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How To Sleep Faster #2, Arcadia _Missa. Image Joe Luna. 

 

B.v.2. Access is a form of power 

 

Looking to THCBTP, we find these tendencies again (perhaps with a more explicit political 

agenda), but pushed in a slightly different direction by the fact that THCBTP does not have a 

permanent (gallery) space, which by default distances it from the traditional notions of art such 

spatial configurations – no matter how much they are disrupted/deconstructed – tend to evoke. 

Though the two founders of the collective, Lewis Bassett and Richard Houguez, are both art school 

graduates, THCBTP is fundamentally a hair salon. Its key departure from most hair salons, 

however, is that THCBTP provides haircuts without charge. These free cuts are for anyone who 

makes an appointment or comes to the designated space and asks to be slotted in. The salon itself 

could exist in a squat, a borrowed shopfront, amongst a protest rally, in an art gallery – conceivably 

anywhere. The concept of the haircut is not complicated. According to Bassett it was simply a 

social context and space that he and Houguez felt was accessible for the highest number of people 

and therefore a good base from whence to engage people in conversation around politics and 

society. As Bassett explains:  

'… we do have a firm interest in experimenting with where politics and culture is 

produced. We took the form of the hair salon because it is accessible, not only do a lot of 

people know how to enter this space but they have a reason to. The squats where we feel 

we had been producing culture and politics prior to the salon aren't necessarily places that 

lots of people have access to. Access is a form of power. That's why access to bourgeois 
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politics are [sic] limited …  The salon was an initiative offering people access to politics 

at a street level, what we didn't do was prefigure what forms or manifestations those 

politics would take on, though obviously these intentions show our interest in a politics 

about empowerment at local levels.'193 

 

After functioning nomadically for some time, THCBTP were offered a six-month residency in a 

double shop-front space in East London from May through November 2011. This occurred via 

Artsadmin, a London-based organisation who support 'performance, site-specific and 

interdisciplinary work' and aid the realisation of ambitious art projects and experimental 

practices.194 THCBTP collectively refurbished the interior, creating a suite of hand-made wooden 

multi-purpose furniture, recycled from a large-scale wooden installation formerly at the South 

London Gallery (this wood was a gift after Artsadmin producer Sam Trotman sent a call out for 

wood; no monetary exchange took place). The salon quickly acquired a small library, mainly filled 

with radical political theory books and independently published pamphlets that had been loaned to 

the salon from friends and collaborators. And of course two barbers' chairs and large mirrors for the 

haircutting. 

 

For these six months, Bassett and Houguez did dozens of free haircuts a week. Those who came 

were there for diverse reasons and from diverse backgrounds: people who had heard about the salon 

through art avenues, who were affiliated politically with its ethos, who knew Bassett and Houguez 

personally, who heard from word of mouth that there were free haircuts going, who lived in the 

neighbourhood, who happened to stumble across the salon, etc. Unsurprisingly, with many people 

from varied contexts, demographics, cultures and socio-economic backgrounds (from political 

theorists and activists, to random float-ins from nearby Brick Lane, to the locals from the Council 

Estate behind the salon, and so on) tensions can emerge, but the fact that almost everyone was 

coming to THCBTP's salon for effectively the same reason (a chop) facilitated a realisation of how 

much mutuality can exist between seemingly disparate groups. What's more, tensions perhaps need 

to be rendered visible, which can only occur through contact, rather than be hidden under the guise 

of an 'inclusion' which can implicitly exclude certain groups (i.e. when money is in question). 

 

THCBTP's project is primarily about engaging their 'clients' in conversation, without the need for a 

financial transaction to occur. They want to raise topics pertinent to people's lives, so the 
                                                
193 Lewis Bassett, email to the author, 16 March 2012 
194 See http://www.artsadmin.co.uk/about (accessed 16 April 2012). 
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conversations are often politically oriented, but done in the spirit of openness and with a genuine 

interest in how people might position themselves vis-à-vis society. In addition, while at the salon 

THCBTP hosted discussions from academics engaging with Marxist and post-Marxist theories of 

contemporary politics, ran reading groups around these ideas, published a series of chapbooks and 

held events such as communal dinners and discursive art events/screenings, they also set up a PDF 

file-share station where people could bring a USB to take away various digital versions of books 

and articles stored on the salon's computer. 

 

Eventually, as the months progressed, people would become familiar with the salon's presence in 

the neighbourhood. It appears that the space was one in which people usually felt comfortable (once 

they got over the fact they didn't need to pay195), where they engaged in conversation with the 

collective and other regulars, where essentially everyone was welcome, and – crucially – where you 

didn't need to buy something as a form of 'rent' just to be allowed to exist in a comfortable 

environment, and enjoy the presence of others. It should be clear that THCBTP is not a salon 

formed in the spirit of charity, the haircuts are not free simply as a service to the needy. Rather the 

salon seeks to open up a space via the accessible vehicle of haircutting that allows people to 

experience a situation where finance is not present, let alone relevant, in the hope of problematising 

just why it is the thing that directly or indirectly defines almost all our relations. 

 

The  Haircut Before the Party, 2011. Image: http://communalcuts.tumblr.com.  

                                                
195 Sometimes people were very confronted by the fact they didn't have to pay for the 'service' they received, 

occasionally to the extent that they refused not to pay. According to Bassett and Houguez, one man insisted and paid 
£20 for his cut, which went towards some beers for the barbers. 
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THCBTP's tenure on Toynbee Street proved to be a space-time that created an expanded sense of 

community, that functioned on a grassroots level to engage people with political ideas informed by 

the refutation of individualism, private property, financial profit, the drastic diminution of the 

public sector, the escalating cost of housing, and so forth. It promoted horizontal education, the 

reappropriation of capital for communal ends (e.g. via dinners sourced from the unsold food from 

markets, which usually becomes waste) and revealed the possibilities of a currency not based on the 

exchange of money but on the relations between humans with common needs and desires. This self-

organised endeavour generated real-world, physical, conversant affinities that continue to provide a 

support structure for the actually nomadic project. 

 

The claim is not being made that The Haircut Before The Party is completely autonomous (as if 

such a thing were possible), nor even that the articulations above show a pure endeavour, free of the 

obligations and implications of a late-capitalist economy. Moreover, the risks for co-option are high 

for such a project. It verges perilously close to what the Conservative British government terms the 

'Big Society' policy, whereby 'communities' are encouraged to self-organise and take control of their 

own neighbourhoods, while cuts from government spending to local councils and charities are 

filtered to private businesses,196 which effectively allows the state to abdicate from the 

responsibility of providing services in the name of putting 'power in the hands of the people they 

serve' and giving people 'more responsibility over their lives'.197 As Prime Minister David Cameron 

himself claims (in tones that, eerily, could come from some ultra-left tract): 

'As the state spends less and does less, which would be happening whichever party was in 

government, there would be a positive benefit if some parts of society were to step 

forward and do more. We can either stick our heads in the sand about this or work out 

how best to galvanise that social response.'198 

 

This would be all well and good were it not coming from the leader of the government and the 

overseer of massive cuts to essential public services such as health and education. But enough air-

time for the Tories, the point is that structures like THCBTP are highly aware of the caveats of their 

practice, they understand that they do not exist in a bubble and nor do they want to. Their project is 

                                                
196 Patrick Butler, 'Cameron's 'big society' undermined by cuts and distrust, says study', The Guardian, 7 May 

2012 http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2012/may/07/david-cameron-big-society-cuts-distrust (accessed 7 May 
2012). 

197 David Cameron, 'David Cameron: Have no doubt, the big society is on its way', The Guardian, 12 February 
2011 (http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2011/feb/12/david-cameron-big-society-good accessed 17 April 
2012) 

198 Ibid. 
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ongoing and constantly composing itself as new knowledge is obtained, new experience is had and 

new connections are made. THCBTP's project doesn't claim to be a grand solution but points to a 

way forward in the infinite process of becoming autonomous. Collective member Lewis Bassett 

aptly wonders along the same lines: 

'… if you want to see the Occupy movement as doing more than making a point, for it to 

be a viable social movement, it had to move within the terrain in which we reproduce 

life. So just like the salon, we find a place to create and reproduce autonomous 

social/cultural life but material life remains unchanged. What I mean is everything from 

the electricity heating our water to make coffee in the salon to the tents and food at 

Occupy was produced not by this autonomous movement but by people working for the 

interests of capital and so reproducing the form of existence which you might be trying 

to claim autonomy from. So the question becomes how do we reproduce life materially 

and positively autonomously? That blows it all open for me. But it's not for any 

individual to answer. That kind of question is answered by a movement willing to face 

it. In a way that's where the salon is at now – looking for this movement, asking 

questions that might help it emerge, looking to point towards signs and reactions that 

might help as well as examples or forms which to reflect on or be part of.' 
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The Haircut Before The Party salon, Toynbee St. London. Image http://communalcuts.tumblr.com. 
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Conclusion 

It is imperative to recognise that the proliferation of artist-run, curator-run, self-organised, 

autonomous, independent, non-institutional projects – or whatever anyone wants to call them – 

cannot be enclosed in the confines of an Honours thesis (or any thesis, I would argue). The point is 

these practices cannot be contained within the models for understanding and constructing the world 

that we have to hand, and nor should they be. This is their beauty and their vitality. Their point is to 

construct anew, to make attempts, to break from already-established models of existence and art 

practice to push what might be considered art in a direction that by nature cannot be predicted or 

predefined. This movement is occurring everywhere. I have attempted to present a very limited taste 

of its potency, a small sample of the myriad ways this force is producing itself, but one must always 

bear in mind that there are hundreds of projects that cannot be discussed and hundreds more being 

composed as I write. It is this process of composition, which can never be pinned down and tries 

always to refresh itself and move, to self-organise, to invent ways – of apprehending, interrogating, 

investigating and sharing art and life. Crucially, it does so even in the face of its own demise. For 

demise here would not be seen in the negative, as a faltering, or loss of resolve, or as a giving up; 

rather, if the structure is aware of itself, an 'end' is nothing more than another 'beginning' – a certain 

awareness that change is inevitable and welcome, that it is indeed through ‘a process without end' 

that autonomy – if it exists – will be achieved. 
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